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The Murray Ledger & Times
Officials Urge Continuation

He said that during the 1976 summer
period, industrial customers were
allocated 85,000 mcf out of the total
230,000 mcf for the seven-month period.
The voluntary-conservation program
by residential and commercial
a e
'stem
prosimetetY 20 per, cent when, com- Murray Natural Gas System Supt.
pared with similar days- prior to the
Tommy Marshall Said this morning
,,
cutback,&alph
Bigger, a consultant for
that tlxe system's earlier- prediction of a
'--4
sayetern
sea, —55:000 'Me -(thiltisIktilllite--1Nfr'
It was pointed out that the predicted •
Marshall said that the city is still
overrun for the winter entitlement
35,080
mcf overrun is based on normal
attempting
to
purchase
gas
on
the
inperiod • had been pared.
down to an
trastate market to make up a portion of _weather "for March. If the weather'is <estimated 35,000 mcf overrun because
warmer than normal in March the
the overrun. He said that the system
of the voluntary conservation of gas by
overrun
could be less and by the same
will
attempt
to
make
up
the
amount of
residential and commercial users and
token if the weather is colder than
predicted overrun during the summer
.the curtailment of industrial gas
normal, the overrun is predicted to be
either by the purchase of additional
consumers.
greater.
,
gas, at a higher price, or through
"We would like to -see continued
The Murray Common Council went
continued curtailments of industrial
consertation during the month of
on record in a special meeting Feb. 18
customers. •
March;" Marshall said. He pointed out
as ftivoring passing along to gas
11111111Ie can possibly live with a 35,000
that the systew has' approximately
customers any penalties imposed due to
mcf overrun . during the summer
45.000 mei remaining for the' winter
the overrun. The method of pro-'rating
months," Marshall said.
allotnient period which ends March 31.
the penalties among the customers
would be determined after the end of the summer period ( Oct.31)if penalties
are imposed by Texas Gas at that time,
- -the-officials-said thisImo
Bigger praised the management of
the local system by pointing out that in
the last three years the system "has
done- an excellent job in reducing
Human
College
of
the
authorized
within
The board of regents of Mulvey State
unaccounted for gas down to 14J per
Learning;
Development and
University will consider an increase in
cent."
the
revisions
in
of
consideration
—
housing and dining rates at MSU at its
sabbatical leave and the leave of abmeeting Saturday, March 5,'at 10 a.m.
sence ( without Compensation ) policies
The proposal to be recommended to
of the university;
the board, according to the agenda
— a report on the bequest from the
released today by university officials,
James L. Hurley estate and;
s.oaid increanc meattickctsby $15 per
— financial reports for fiscal year
Dormitory rates would be
1975-76
and for the period from July 1,
.11reased from $200 to $205 per
-,ernester and married housing rates '1976-through Dec. 31, 1976.
utd be increased by$5 per semester. The additional charge for a private
H.,0111 in a residence hall would be infrom$65to$100_per semastf.r. _
_Winners of the KEA Spelling Bea-hold
here recently have been-announced by
_ - The ..rate increases represent an
Carman -Parka; presideik of the
average -4.2- per cent Increase tor
students residing and dining in the
Calloway County Teachers Association.
residence halls and a 5,3 per cent in-First place in the co: sty-wide bee
was won by Carla Beach, an -eighth
crease for married student occupants,
'
university officials said.
grader at -North Elementary and the
Two potential nominees for a vacant
daughter
Other iteins scheduled for the board
of Mr.. and Mrs. Glen Beach,
spot on the Tennessee Valley Authority
Route Two.
meeting include:
board of directors have accepted inSetond place was, won, by Donna
— a recomthendation that pr. Rex
vitations to participate in a. panel
Coles, a sixth grader at Southwest
Galloway be appointment chairman of
discussion at Ken-Bar Inn.near KenElementary and the daughter of Mr.
the Department of Management;
tucky Dam Thursday.
and Mrs. Frank Coles, Route Two,
= a-- recommendation that a bacThe Paducah-McCracken County
calaureate minor in Child Studies be
Hazel. ,
League of Women Voters is sponsoring
Third place was won 1)yr Debbie
the open luncheon meeting to let perStubblefield, an eighth grader at East
sons interested in the position state
Elementary, and the daughter of Mr.
their -views on TVA-related matters,
according to Mrs. Corinne Whitehead of, and Mrs. Hal Hosford, Route Rive.
The local first .place winner will
Benton, who organized The event.
compete
in the district spelling contest
Russellville newspaper publisher Al
to be held April 2. The district winner
Smith and Jon Wert of the University of
will compete in the state contest April
Tennessee Environmental Center at
15 in Louisville. •
Ms. Billie ;Downing of Murray will
Knoxville have acceptettivitations to
The local contest was coordinated by
represent the concerns of Kentucky's
appear, Mrs. Whitehead said.
Charlie
Lassiter, and Mrs. Betty Riley
conference
in
at
a
citizens
handicapped
Others invited but as yet unconfirmed
served as pronouncer. Mrs. Nelson
Washington, D., C. this spring, anincluded, John Gibbons, also of the UT
Murdock, Mrs Sherwood Potts and
nounced Gov. Julian - M. -Carroll
Environmental Center, John Oliver - of
Leon Grogan served as judges.
recently.
Chattanooga, Tn.; Will Cheek, Carroll
The event was sponsored locally by
Ms. Downing is assistant professor in
Kroeger and B. R. Allison, all of Nashthe Calloway County Teachers
special education and director of the
ville; Charles Mitchell, press secretary
Association, which presented the
learning disorders division at Murray
to Sen. James Allen of Alabama; Dr.
winner from each school with a trophy
University.
State
Agnes Bird of Maryville, Tn.; Frank E.
and the county winner a. cash prize of
She and 15 other delegates selected
Smith. of Jackson, Mi.; and David
$20.
for the national conference were.among
Freeman of the White House Office of
The Bank of Murray co-sponsored the
1,000 individuals who attended four
Energy and Planning.
event and presented the winner of each
consumer conferences last fall,,in Fort,
Dr. Ray Mofield -will, serve'. as
of
the elementary schools in grades
Murray
and
Lexingt§n,
Mitchell,
moderator for. the program which is to
,
four through eight with a silver dollar.
Thelma.
begin at 1:30p.m.
Murray city officials praised local
natural gas consumers for their conservation efforts during the month of
February this morning and urged
continued conservation for the

RED CROSS DRIVE UNDERWAY—The annual fund drive for the Calloway County chapter of the American !red Cross
got underway this morning with a breakfast at the Holidayinn. Amongihose seated at the head table were,left to fight
Sid Easley, civic group chairman,jean Blankenship, chapter executive director, Dr. Harry Sparks,overall chairman, Holmes
Ellis, chapter chairman, Wilson Gantt, university chairman, Dr.-jack Rose,county school chairman, and Max Hurt. Not pictured is Harvey Ellis, county-wide chairman. The projectedgoal for this year's drive is $10,064.
Staff Photo bv Gene McCutcheon
4

-

•

The criminal justice system of our .,the Student Government Association.
land is not working. That's the opinion
During the 1973 Watergate hearings
of John Dean, a key figure in the
in the U. S. Senate, Dean implicated
Watergate scandal and guest speaker
Nixon with testimony that the former
at Murray State University last night.
president was part of a conspiracy to
"I'm thinking of a young man who
cover up high-level involvement in the
wanted to be a law student. He was
breakin at the Watergate Hotel on June
arrested for possession of one joint of
•
17, 1972.
marijuana
_
, and served
In open anricandid.remarks about his
_ one year in
prison, with 20 years of probation.
involvement in the, Watergate affair,
-The criminal justice system is not
Dean was well received at. Lovett
working when people get those senAuditorium by a large crowd of
tences for these offenses, and I-get four
studentaand-townspeople as well.
months for what I was involved in."
_ "In speaking of Watergate, we must
Dean, chief counsel to former
first agree on what we're talking about
President Richard Nixon,from 1970 to
_in Watergate." Dean said. "M_y
1973, was the second of four speakers in
definition of Watergate IS Int Mute-or
-theInsight-Leetere_Series-sponsored-hy—snisose-of high-office-for.-political

INSIGHT SPEAKER-John Dean, a key figure in the Watergate scandal that
led to the resignation of former President Richard Nixon, was the guest
speaker at the second of four Insight Lecture Series programs held last night
at Lovett AuditoriUm. The programs are sponsored by the Murray State
yniversity Student Government Association.
Staff Photo by David Hill

inside today
Sports Editor Mike Brandon has a preview of what _to
expect from the Marshall County Marshals basketball
team at the district tournament this weekend. See the
story on Page Six in the Sports Section.
- President Carter is asking Congress'to form a new
Cabinet Department of Energy. The facts are on Page
Nine of today's Muday Ledger and Times.
Expanded eligibility in the Basic Educational Opportunity-Grant Program is expected to mean mere
dollars for students at Murray State University. The story
is on Page 12.

,partly cloudy
— Becoming _partly- -Cloudy this
afternoon."nigh -temperatures
today in the upper 40s to around
50. Clear and cold tonight with,
lows in the upper ps. Increasinf'
cldudinesa and warmer. -Wednesday with a chance of a shower
.by evening. Highs Wednesday in
the low 50s. Precipitation
chances 30 per cent today and 30
per cent Wednesday.

purposes;
"Why did it hannee What were they
looking for at the Watergate Building?
I've read mank theories that do not fit
whatl know of*hat went on."
Dean continued that his conception of
the actual story behind the Watergate
breakin is that it was a "fishing expedition" looking for financial information on the : Democratic
organization.
The first breakin netted the burglars
-nothing; and- they were not caught-inthat attempt. Since they had learned
nothing, they were instructed to go
back, and the second time 4hey ,wert
caught.
_
_
-A-personally think--it was -nothingmore than this."
'
Dean explained the
history behind ttk breakin, by saying._
that-Nixon had instructed
that he wanted more political in
telligence information in 1972 than h,.
had had in 1968-. "The need for thipolitical intelligence came from a bask-:
insecurity of the man then in office
Dean said.
"Historians are going-to have -to--)t- satisfied with the stupidity of all this I
don't believe there were any siniste..-,
covert reasons behind it."
Dean said of his involvement in re
coverup,"I never thought I would ge::n.
that kind of mess. The thinking that • ,t
me in trouble was the thinking I 1,,,d
when I first went into the White House.
"J felt I had to make it, to be one of
the guys, and I also felt that if I just
instructed someone else to do it, that I
wasn't really involved. I had crossed an
ethical line."
- Dean summed up his opinion of
-himself while in the White House
saying "I was,the desk officer of the
coverup at the White House.
"How would I do it again? It's a tough
question.— I'd look inside as I v.as
looking Up, and see what price I'm
-paying for right and:wrong.
"I am convinced that a person is not
entirely loyal to his employer if he's not
loyal to himself."
Dean served four months. of wone to
four year prison term imposed on him
by Judge Sirica. He noted that he didn't
really understand why the Judge had
released him after such Short time
served, "but it may have been because
I had spent 18 months wOrking with the
prosecutors in trying to unravel all this
mess."

Gas users would consume approximately 76,000 Ind of gas during a
normal March,Marshall said.
All gas used by the system beyond its
entitlement is subject to a $10 per mcf
penalty from Texas Gas, the system's
supplier. EliTi Texalias has agreed to
allow- the city to carry any overrun into
the seven-nAth Summer entitlement
POOd,Which_runs_kciin April 1 through

Regents To Consider
Hikes In Room Rates

Winners
Announced

Local Woman To

Attend Conference

In Washington
-

Pritchett Files
For Clerk's Post
Joe E. Pritchett has become the first
person to file for the nomination of
Calloway County Court Clerk in the
May Democratic primary according to
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris •
Deadline for filing for nominations in
the primary is Wednesday, March '?!

Eugene Fodor To
Appear In Concert
_ Violinist Eugene Fodor, the second
American to win the Tschalkou sky
Award in Moscow, will perform at
Lovett Auditorium Thursday for the
Murray Civic Music Association.
The performance will begin at 15
lam. Born in Turkey Creek, ('r-lo.;
Fodor has appeared several tom-, on
the Tonite Show.
Members of the Murray Civic Music
Association are invited to attecci the
concert Thursday. Murray - .'t...ate
University Students will be adm'qed
"with I.D. cards.

.es
Vt
sw.$*
Teachers
SPELLING BEE WINNERS-Winners of the KEA Spelling Bee, sponsored locally by the Calloway County
county
towthree
to
the
trophies
presents
Parks,
left,
Carman'
announced.
been
Murrayrhave
of
Bank
and.the
Association
Southwest
Elementary,
sixth
Coles,
Donna
place;
first
grade,
eighth
winners, from left, Carla Beach, North Elementary,
place.
grade,
third
Elementary,
eighth
4st
Stubblefield,
Debbie
and
place;
grade,second
•

Sufi Photo b,'-Hank Gonzales
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Tuesday, March 1
Membership meeting of the
Oaks Country Club has been
cancelled.

trli

4
:
CIAt
1Dean.-1

Neighbor Had Right
To Assert Herself
By Abigail Van Buren
N

C,,Cago

New,Syne

1 c
,

'1'111s—re-tier .1? in re'sporisiTo HARD'
Ilt-A117
LESSON, the woman who bluntly turned away a lonely
hut unwelcome neighbor who rang her bell. LESSON later
learned that the woman committed suicide after being
turned away.
We:agree that the situation was handled rather coldly,
but we feel it is vital that this woman, as well as the rest of
your readers, not feel responsible for the actions of others.
HARD LESSON had the right of privacy, and we
respect her for making her wishes known. It is unfortunate
that the outcome was-so tragic, but the implication that the
suicide was the result of her assertiveness is offensive to
us. We assume, that becouse you ran that letter without
comment, you agree with the implication'.
We are not endorsing lack of consideration,
aggressiveness or'lack of concern for people. But we are
stressing the importance of honesty, personal responsihility and a right to meet one's own needs.
TIIE ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING GROUP
TOPEKA STATE HOSPITAL
DEAR GROUP: You make a valid point that deserves to
be shared with my readers. However, your assumption
that I agreed with the implication because I ran the letter
without comment is incorrect. I frequently permit readers
to express their views, even though they differ from mine.
DEAR ABBY: I go to the barber shop once a week. I am
bald on top, and all I ever need is a little trim around the
ears and a bit of clipping on the back of my neck, so it takes
my barber exactly six minutes to give me a haircut: I pay
the standard price, or course.
Now, the man who has a full head of hair and has saved
up a monflis growth tike-s.about-fiTe-iles as mila-orthe,
barber's time as I do, yet we both pay the same price for a
haircut. Why?
I think barbers should charge accotding to the amount of
time they spead with each customer. I would appreciate
•
your opinion, and the opinion-of others.
BALD,BOTHERED AND BEWILDERED
s DEAR 'HALT): Consia-ering how much a haircut(even a
little trim'around the- ears) does for a man's morale, it's a
bargain at any price. Don't split hairs.
'- DEAR ABBY: I am 15 and have a question. Do you think
pupils should have to Work all day in school and then take
home a kiad of homework to do at night?
CHEATED BY HOMEWORK
DEAR CHEATED: That's a loaded question. How much
is a "load"? The learning process can't be squeezed into a
five-day, 35-hour week.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
self-addressed. stamped (244) envelope.

BARGAIN NITE

Bible Study Group will meet
in the home of Mrs. Golon
Hays, 1300 Poplar Street,
Murray,from 7:45 to 9:30 p.m.

Special Musical Program Is
Given At The Woman's Club

CiILE if

•in
Ai
.
w .••• ••• w
•*;•••••••
000••001:Afte

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
WALT MISIMIET
••••••••••••

1111We

1008 (TlestI)Ut

CtuNi.
1010 Chestnut
Thru Wed.

Clote:
641N Central (Tr

gg
JOVES 0116,711A V

rasree

JALA LEMMON
BUJOLD
ALEX L,
THE GYPSY

(,FNIEVIEVE

7:30
Only

SILVER
:3°
STRERNA) 0
100*
A

Thru Wed.

641 N Central , Ar

Thru Thur.

tety Cornelia
Sean Coryn
Next Man
'

7:30
Only

••010
•
•
•
.6..11j•
.111111
'
•
•
•
•
•••
'•.•

•••

Marcile's
Fashions

New
Spring
Wardrobe!
Jeans &
Jackets

Mrs.

1/2 iince

Jewelry

Golden Age Club
lleets Fri(/(z

1/2

"WACKY
Murray WEDNESDAY"
of

-Mr.86zgo.

rpTgil

Held Over,

Wednesday, March!
The Subject, "How Can
Handle Intimate Relationships" will be discussed at
Hart Hall, Murray State
University, at seven p. m.

Thursday, March 3
Mary
Exhibitions by
Calloway-Marshall Affiliate
Diabetes
American
Handshy, Springfield, Ill., 3-D of
Mike Association will meet at 6:30
by
exhibition,
Louisville, p. m. at Fuld Presbyterian
Murray Assembly. No. 19: Buckingham,
Order of the Rainbow for Girls graphics, and by Anthony W. Church, 16th and Main
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Dotson, Hopkinsville, pain- Streets. Open to all people
Masonic Hall.
,ting, will be in the Clara .M. interested in diabetes and
Eagle Gallery, MSU, until especially urge all diabetics to
March 9.
be present.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
Qalloway County Library
seven p.m.
Magic Silver Show will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle Board of Trustees are
Gallery, MSU, until March 9. scheduled to meet at seven p.
Kappa Department, Murray
m. at the library. „
Woman s Club, will meet at
Tuesday, March 1
7:30 p.m. at the club house
KSA-LPN District 17 Unit 1
Murray Women of the
with the program to be
meet at seven p.m. at f,doose will meet at eight p. m.
will
_Style
"Kappa Originals.
_
DeVantils •Restaurant,,,atthelcidge hall.
Show."
Murray.
Day Bridge interest group of
Twin Lakes Chapter of the
Wagon Newcomers
Welcome
Murray
Delta Department,
National Executive
meet at the home of
will
Club
at
meet
Murray
the
will
of
Club,
Department
Woman's
will
meet
at
Music
the
Housekeepers
of
"Murray Girls" performed at the meeting
Poplar
Reeder, and
7:30 p.m. at the club house "Marge Hays, 1300
Kenlake State Park.
Woman's Club. They are, left to right, Nancy Bruington, Ann Logue, Linda
m.
a.
9:30
at
Street,
with Harry McGurk as
Gayle Ottway.
speaker on "Think Metric."
Wednesday, March
American Red Cross Blood
Bank representatives will be
in Beshear Gym, Student
Center, MSU, to receive blood '
from ten a. m. to four p. m.
Mrs. Mathis enjoined her Call 767-3876 for information.
816 Coldwater Rd.
Wearing a black sequined Logue, a sophomore and
the
about
think
to
audience
who
senior
a
Ottway,
Gayle
top hat, white tie and tails,
Meals program will be at
Valentine's Day holiday just
Mrs. Treva Mathis opened performed a quartet number
Jones
Richard
and
Second Center and call
she
as
past
North
a
Musique,"
1st
"Das
called,
of
the entertainment portion
See Us
from
duet
poignant
the
for reservations. Arts
sang
753-8938
the
"Murray
e program of the Music number which
"Do
activities
Roof,"
the
other
on
or
"Fiddler
and crafts
For Your
Department of the Murray Girls" performed in the recent
will be at one p. m.
Me?"
Woman's Club by singing "Let production of Campus Lights. You Love
For the finale, the whole
Mrs. Mathis introduced
Me Entertain You."
of Music Department
Bowling for senior citizens
chorus
MSU
a
Crowe,
Cathy
Miss
For her second "number,"
Kennett, members and their husbands will be at 1:30 p. m. at Corfrom
Treva turned magician and junior
"Let Me Call vette Lanes.
asked for a male volunteer Missouri. Miss Crowe per- and guests sang,
Sweetheart."
You
a
piano
the
from the audience. Her formed on
soiree Nature's -Palette Garden Club
The evening's
husband, Gil, was recruited selection by Ravel entitled,
buffet will meet at 1:30 p. m. at the
delicious
a
followed
d'Eau."
"Jeux
and she "took off" his shirt
The reigning Miss Murray dinner prepared by the Music Ellis Community Center.
without removing his suit
State University, Miss Jane Department members.
jacket.
- Baptist Church
Hostesses- introduced- by
Then as miStress of Wagar, sophomore, was the
Dan Miller were the Mission Groups will meet at
performer.
guest
Jane Wagar performs a ceremonies, Treva introduced next
at the church.
ballet solo at the meeting of the Misses Linda Reeder, a 'Dressed as a perky, pretty following: Madames Charles seven p. m.
Nancy puppet, she performed as a Moffett, Sam Knight, A. C.
senior;
the Music Department of MSU
Baptist Women, Baptist
C. C. Lowry, Carl
Bruington, a senior; Ann puppet-a ballet routine-to the LaFollette,
the Murray Woman's Club.
music "The Syncopated Mowery, Vernon Nance, and Young Women, and Acteens
will meet at Cherry Cornhr.
Hugh Noffsinger.
Clock."
The next Music Department Baptist Church at seven p.
meeting will be on March 15
Murray Open Duplicate
when Joe Sills will direct the
price
Murray High School Stage Bridge Club will meet at the
m.
p.
seven
at
The Golden Age Club will Band in a special program. Gleason Hall
meet Friday, March 4, at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church. A potluck
luncheon will be served at
noon.
Entertainment will follow
the luncheon. This will be the
first meeting since,,sftember
as the January aneFehruary
meetings were cancelled due
to the weather conditions.
the
of
charge
In
arrangements will be Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mrs.
'Tennessee Outland, Mrs.
Nleme Mattingly, Mrs. Mary
Lamb, Paul Kingins, and Mr.
and Mrs. Marose.

AT THESE THEATRES

PAPA

•
Tuesday, March 1
Joint recital by Dow Kent,
trumpet,Park Forest,III., and
Donald E. Travis, Camden;
Thy,tuba, will be at 8:15 p.m.
in Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, MSU.

Treva Mathis, left, was mistress of ceremonies and
soloist at the special program by the Music Department
of the Murray Woman's CIA. On the right is Richard
Jones who also sang a duet with Mrs. Mathis.

Ned Wilson Elected Head
Of Twin Lakers Club Here

SCOTT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Scott
of Murray Route Three are the
parents of a baby boy, Joseph
Ralph, weighing seven pounds
three ounces and measuring
193% inches, born on Friday,
February 25, at 8:05 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son,
James William, age two. The
father is employed at Hatcher
Auto Sales.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Stone, Kirksey,
tames Scott, Murray, Charles
William Nance of Hazel and
the late Eula Nance. Great
grandmothers are Mrs.
Fannie Scott, Almo, Mrs. Nell
Nance, Hazel, and Mrs. Elva
Ahart, Murray.

Ned Wilson was elected as were C. W., Dot, and Yvonne
president of the Twin Lakers Jones who were wagonGood Sam Club aVthe dinner masters for the evening, Jack
meaing held Saturday, and Betty Wagar, Harold and
February 19, at 6:30 p.m. at Ruth Eversmeyer, Ned and
House Beth Wilson, Jimmy, Sherry,
Colonial
the
and Ginger Graham, Jimmy,
Smorgasbord.
Named as vice-president Marilyn, Gina,' ahd Cheryl
was C. W. Jones and as Herndon, Gale, Angel, and
secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Ned Melissa Adams, J. B. and Jo
(Beth) Wilson. The slate of Burkeen, and John Bowker.
officers was presented by
John Bowker.
Presiding was J. B.
Burkeen, president, and
reading the minutes was Mrs.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Jimmy (Marilyn) Herndon. Glenn Tucker of Murray
Plans were discussed for the Route Three has been
coming year with the dismissed from the Western
wagonmasters and assistant Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
wagon masters list given.
The next campout will be
RETURN FROM TOUR
held the weekend of March 18,
Mr. and Mrs. William E.
19, and 20, at the Kenlake KOA
Campground at Aurora with J. Moffett have returned to their
B: and Jo Burkeest, as home at Panorama Shores
wagonmasters and Jimmy after a five weeks tour of the
and Marilyn Herndon as southwest part of the United
assistant wagon masters. A States. They visited her
chili supper will be served on brother, Ralph Morgan and
Saturday night. Any in- Mrs. Morgan in Tucson.
terested campers are invited Arizona, and also Mr. and
to call for further information. Mrs. Terry Ciirry of
Guests at the meeting were Brownsville, Texas, and Mr.
Howard and Connie Smith of and Mrs. Clark Joy of
Mayfield, Leah Hourigan of McAllen, Texas. The Joys are
Bowling Green, and Bill and residents of Cypress Springs
Norette Hill, with the latter Resort on Kentucky Lake but
new are spending the winter
becoming
• couple
members, Also attending months in McAllen.

11

SALE

YOUR
PHOTO

Buy One Cheeseburgei
at
Regular
price and
Get Second
For Only

49c

Per Pose In living

Color
For Original Print Only
*No limit
*Groups Okay
*All Ages

Artcraft Studios
The Professionals
118 S. 12til 753-0035
Free Parking In Rear

at
your

Murray

Offer Good Wednesday, March 2, 1977
Barr'

ch.(
f
Che
ger
Bur
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June J -Ows Planned

Diane Rhea Rhoades
and Toni
Ilinagarnerv
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Rhoades of Murray Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Diane Rhea, to Tom David Montgomery, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Montgomery,1605 Belmont, Murray.
•
Miss Rhoades is an elementary education major armurray
State University. Mr. Montgomery is self employed in farming. They are both graduates of Calloway County High
School.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Nida Lane of
Benton and the late B. P. Lane and of the late Mr. and Mrs. E.
J. Rhoades. The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Viciie
Shackleford of New Concord and the late Tiny Shackleford and
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Montgomery.
A June wedding is being planned.

See Marjorie Major
Trcve
,i Consltant
u

1.• FM LAHOS

TRAVEL

AGENCY
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Residents Released Fronz Haspital II ith
Many Persons Hsitingln Arca Homes
_
Jity
February 8, 1977
Bro. Jerry Lee and R. D.
Key got good reports from
their eye doctor in Memphis,
- Tn.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson returned
home Friday from the Henry
County Hospital, Paris, Tn.
Visitors in to see.her include
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson and Layette.
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key,
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, and
her daughter, Mrs. R. V.
Deering, who is staying with
her.
Visitors in to see Douglas
Vandyke the past week indudeMrs. BertiJenkins,
e
Mr.
- -and Mrs. MOITUrStrilrins;
James Phelps, Mr. arid Mrs.
Gaylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
R.1):-/Ctyiititt Mrs.Orin
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore,
Mrs.
Mark
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Marshall, Dolphus
Brannon, Barber Weatherford, Mrs. Jessie Paschall,
and Howard Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lankford
and baby visited Gurvis
Paschall Sunday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Coy
Kuykendall visited Mrs.
Lillian Ross in the nursing
home Tuesday.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha, spent
Thursday with Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes.
Visitors in to see Howard
Morris and Mrs. Jessie
Paschall last week were Mr.
and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall,
Cooper Jones, Mr. and Mrs. R.
D. Key, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jerifuns, Mrs. Iudy Bernath
and son, David, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarris Wilson, and Layette,
Bardon Nance, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
ToranlY-Jenkinsr and Bra- and
Mrs. Glynn M. Orr and Rickie
and Bryan.
Charlie Olive who has been
in the Methodist Hospital at
Memphis for over four months
will be able to come home this
week for awhile. He is improving slowly.

_Drr-_SIAffArd and-son-cif-Miehigan-.11ickie and Bryan, were have moved here and are
supper guests ofthe Glynn Orr living with h4 grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Grooms,
family on Friday.
Mr, and Mrs. -Tommy until they get- their house
Jenkins visited the Morris ready for occupancy.
Mr. • and Mrs. Jimmie
Jenkins: Sunday, and visited
Howard Morris and Mrs. Ghurriney of Jackson, Tn.,
Jessie Paschall in the af- visited Ailed Wicker Sunday.
Mrs. Myrtice Nance and
ternoon.
Vernon Nance visited' his Mrs_ Lowell Nance visited
mother, Mrs. Myrtice Nance,. r fKends. in Crestview Nursing
and Ancil Wicker Saturday Home.
NIL and
Coy
Mrs.
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Kuykendall visited Mr. and
Mrs_ Owen Baucum Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Carty of
Michigan and Mr. and Mrs.
Some of the students who played the piano in a recital bv advanced students spon. .
Charles
Paschall
are
sored bs the Murray Musk Teachers Association on Sunday, Februars 27. gathered at
vacationing in Florida this
the piano following the performance. They are, left to right, Nadia Ingram, of Paducah,
k
Anne• Gregory, fm—Alley, Martha tyfe Pitman Audres Conte% and Brenda
(
-tinter all
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Murray.
ot
- hatty-viststeci Mr. and Mrs. R.
State Ii Key and Bro.' and Mrs.
The . Murray
•
University Chapter of Kappa Warren Sykes on Monday.
try-tact-oft phl; mattotvaribritthenimasapper with-Mr. _
Economics Honor Society, is and Mrs. Sam Lee.
Mr and Mrs. Larry Nichols
currently participating in a
national study of the eating and children, Denay and
Danna, visited Bro: and Mrs.
habits of college students.
The Murray Music Teachers Sunday's recital will also of Murray,
and also Leslie
The research is designed to Warren Sykes Monday night.
Mrs. Opal KuykendalL Mrs. Association presented appear next Saturday, March Poole, Fairdealing, Nadia
determine the adequacy of the
selected intermediate and 5, in the - Kentucky Music Ingram of
Paducah, Lisa
diets of college students in Chester Weatherford, and
advanced students in a recital Teachers Association Annual Hunter,
Farmington, and Jay
relation to their knowledge of Miss Louise' Orr visited Mr.
that
gave
the audience of Piano Festival which will be Fern,
nd Mrs. John Hayes and Mrs.
Calvert City.
nutrition and the source of
NI•yrtice Nance on Monday. relatives and friends an held in the Fine Arlo
Participating teachers for
their nutrition education.
historical
view
of
Fnusic
for
Department of the University. Sunday's recital were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Veazy
Respondents participating
piano from baroque to conParticipating in
both Larrie Clark, Mrs. Robert E.
Mr. and
Mrs.
in the study will be members visited
temporary styles.
programs are Mark Austin, Johnson, Mrs. Neale- B.
of Kappa Omicron Phi and Nathanial Orr Sunday night.
Held in the recital hall of the Kim Alley, Mark Hussung, Mason,
Mrs. Holice Grooms and
and Mrs. John C.
non-home economics students,
Murray
State. University-Fine Audrey Conley, Brenda Winter, all teachers
of piano in
male and female. The Mrs. Enloe Tarkington visited
Arts complex on Sunday, Conley, and Anne Gregory, all Murray.
questionnaires will be ad- Mrs. Jessie Paschall and
February 27, at 2:30 p.m., the
,
ministered locally by Alpha Howard Morris Tuesday
"advanced" recital is an
Sigma sponsor Ann W. morning .
Mr. 'and Mrs. -Vorgi-U annual presentation of the
Thompson.
If You Can Afford A Second Car
Murray association whose
The study being conducted Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
purpose is to give the serious
You Can Afford Your Own
One
Key
Sunday
afternoon.
approximately
seventyon
music student a vehicle for
three campuses in twenty-five
displaying accomplishments.
states, is a joint project of
Twenty students appeared
Our Pre-eYeason Vet Lal(an
Omicron Phi
National Ka
in the recital which inclutled
Our Pre-Season Special Can Save You Over $1,000
nivecsity of
and -Tice
music by Scarlatti, Bach,
your pool will be an investment which will imMississippi.
Clementi, Chopin, Hachmediately increase the value of your home and conParticipation
the
in
SUTHERLAND BOY
tinue to appreciate in value as real estate and conmaninoff, Debussy, and
research study is required Of
Mr
and Mrs. . David several notable contemporary
struction costs rise. Operation and maintenance costs
all campus chapters as a part utherland of Route One,
are low. Save money..on transportation, vacation, and
composers.
of the-national program-theme- -tsuchanart7— r•l'are Thi
ehergy consumption.Investin something- permanent.
Wnong those ap
—Vearing in
entitled "Home Economics — narents of a baby boy, Jason
the recital were Gaye GardA Part of the Past — A Place
no. weighing seven pounds ner, Lisa Smith, Jennie Smith,
In The Future," according to fur ounces, born on Tuesday,
Karen, Turner, Martha Lyle
Route 1
Edclarifelfv
Dr. Patsy R. Alexander, F.'bruary 22, at the Henry
Pitman and °Kathy Walston,
Call 188-%67 Collect to Arrange
National Vice President- , Linty- General Hospital,
all of Murray, Karen Bowen of.
For Your Free Estimate
Program and a member of
Any 'Hie
Ans Shape
,ris, Tn. The mother is the Cadiz, and Charlotte CreekVinyl liner
Stainless Steel
The University of Mississippi •rrner Linda Williams.
fiberglass
mur from Eddyville.
wank. Fennnmirc fAritlty._
' Several -ofthe perlormerS. in

Honor Society
Partzczpatin
P1-qtect

AdLlanced illusic StuckraS Presented In Rectial Hete

Swimming Pool

Mr.4600/4.

PROGRESSIVE POOLS „,

Store Hotirs
9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
Bel-Air Shopping Center

,DISCOUNT 011111

MALI'S

Alu

Brach's
Chocolate Covered

CHERRIES

LISTERINE

Reg. 99' Now

24 oz.
1.89 Value

59'

99'

3-Pc.
Anchor Hocking

SERVING
BOWL SET

SCHICK PRO-JET HAIR DRYERS
1000 Watt
Was 19.98
$1488
1200 Watt
Was 24.88

Jr),que
Unique p:t airflow for
- I,ghter
• lighter, foster eosier
7,tyling

1500 Watt
Was 26.88

$1988

The

5chick

Jet
1500

Pro

LAMPS

The Schock
Po Jet

1200

$1788

SCHICK

FRUIT-OF-THE-LOOM
IRONING BOARD COVER AND PAD
Reg. 2.99 Value

1/2

Price

$J49

I

Oven Proof
Was $3.88
Now

Assorted

'

Reg. 3.49 Value
$1 74

A

Regular
and
Oil
Lamps

1/2

‘:

Price

16 Pc. Anchor-Hocking

OVEN
PLASTIK PACK
WALL PLAQUES COOKERY
SET
Reg. 3.88 Now $1 94

Reg. 6.88 Now $344

Reg, 8.88
Now

$444
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Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN

Nobody's Sicker Than A Man
Who's Sick On His Days Offl

OPINION PAGE,
Page 4- Tuesday Afternoon, March 1, 1977

The Editor's
Notebook

F:xecutive Vice President

By M.C. Garrott
bacteria we were trying to whip seemed
By GENE McCUTCHEOSI
Whew! I've had it!
delighted every time a capsule 'came
-TODAY'S TOPIC: THE PANAMA CANAL ISSUE
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
I feel like I've been battered by
their way,
HARRIGAN, _
dragged
behind
Ali,
Muhammad
+++++
flourished and now, largely due to
The American Congress, and people
Geronirno's horse and then run over by
I coughed and I coughed and I
Canal-related ernpleyment, the one and
_should_ hold President Carter to his
etnignett. Cathryn-fixed-me-hot-drirdts
- a herd ottruffalo.
-TWIff--“EIR-------Ameriratr-Itevotution- was at about. The.1-01Thwing-- appea
ont-tuff Million Panamanians have a campaign promise that he would
what I
that's
least,
At
flu.
it.
the
orange
juice
in
I've
had
and
with
honey
of
tea
trical
Apparatus,"
a
trade
publication, John Hancock's ship' was seized in
other
living standard equaled by few
"never give up complete or practical
think I had. I don't know which strain of
It was good; but I kept coughing. We
Boston Harbor and English inspectors
and was pointed out to us by Murray
Latin American nations."
controlover the Panama Canal Zone."
must have been one of
but
it
of
anhad,
old
faithfuls
I
mother's
fines without a jury trial. We find
it
tried
my
levied
Electric
System
Supt,
Bill
Barker.
the
contention
of
about
the
What
There is need to bring up the matter
me.
I
for
one
new
a
was
plasters,'
And
it
Vicks
salve
them.
tiphlogistine
and
arguments pretty scary stuff."
Bork's
"The
Supreme
Court
of
the
U.
S.
is
giveaway advocates that the Panama
if Mr. Carter's promise because all the
have never had anything quite like this
over an eye of the stove until
0+0
heated
expected
to
hand
down
its
decision
on
the
valuable
to
strategically
isn't
Canal
by
the
major
effort
to
a
signs point
throat,
racitim
one
hPf.ore
sore
they
scalding
hot,
and
I
County Red
were
almost
The
.
annual
Callaway
the
constitutionality
of
OSHA
anytime
State Department to seek ratification-of-.--- -United -States"--Gen-Krulait-writescoughs and headaches, but no fever, no
drank some of everything in the
between now and the next six months. Cross fund drive was kicked off with a
Strategic Review that "In the past two
,i treaty that diminishes or relinquishes
upset stomach, no loss of appetite.
medicine cabinet with "cough syrup"
breakfast this morning at the Holiday
Carrying the matter to the highest
and one-half years some 750 U. S. Navy
America's sovereign control over the
• on it.
I thought I was home free, having
Inn.
court is the American Subcontractors
ships transited the waterway bound
strategically vital Panama Canal Zone.
come through all that severe winter
Still, I kept coughing. By noon
A large group of volunteers turned
Association in behalf of two con°
east. or_ west on affairs related to our
_ .:-Indeed, a massive catn_ithis afoot
-wes- --out
,foe -the breakfast;- -structionirftitt-hOme=Arms
ftiteitl-for
safety'
FridaY;flintP
/
411
P
;
eh es-it'sigine
---weatherwith""
to popularize TT. relinquishment of-ntTh1alsecrity.
sponsored by the Bank of Murray and
had faithfully taken my swine flu- shot
and went to bed. As I was clearing my
violations. ASA contends these
The New York Times insists that the
authority in the Panama Canal Zone. A
last fall and daily gulped down all the
desk before leaving the office and
Peoples Bank.. We hope the number of
penalties have deprived the defendants
Panamanian regime of President
drumfire of propaganda is distorting
volunteers signals a sticcessful fund
vitamins and, minerals Cathryn puts, , telling my secretary, Rebeeca Dublin,
of their right to trial by jury as
Torrijos will be fair and flexihle::
history.
at breakfast to ward off colds,
before
us
said,
"You
was
heading,
she
"drive.
where
I
guaranteed
by
the
7th
amendment.
Panagianian
out
points
Gen.
Krulak
recently
in
Evidence of this appeared
0+0
arthritis and evil spirits. But somehow
sound like you've got just What my
-'We are not asking the court to
control of the canal would mean
a shocking editorial in The New York
this virus penetrated all defenses and
Mike Baker has sent us a bit of inmother had. She tried everything for
create new constitutional rights, nor
Marxist control of . the strategic
Times ( Feb. 14, 1977 The Times said
laid me low for almost a week.
her cough until she got some Vicks 44.
formation from the 'Kentucky
are we asking the court to expand old
waterway. He says: "The principal
of the Panama Canal:
+++++
Marketer" concerning
Petroleum
That stopped her. Have you tried it?"
ones,' pleaded McNeill Stokes, ASA's
government officials in Panama are all
"We stole it and removed the inhave been some form of the
must
It
gasoline
prices.
will!"
I
gasped
between
"No,
but
I
general
counsel
and
an
Atlanta
atstate,
chief
of
including
the
Marxists,
criminating evidence from our history
swine flu that I contracted, because I
The "Marketer" 'says: "A recent
coughs, and I did. It worked. By
torney.'We are simply asking the court
Omar Torrijos, a National Guard
books.. Our people sit in colonial luxury
was at the Carman Pavilion on the
random world-wide sampling of the
I
had
quieted
down
Saturday
afternoon,
to
recognize
a
longstanding
and
funpower
by
who
seized
lieutenant
colonel
defending
this
Zone,
the
Canal
in
Murray State farm covering the West
current cost of 'regular' gasoline per U.
for the first time in four days. I was still
damental principle - that the
cted president, Dr.
force from the
history and mythology more than the
Barrow Show when I first
Kentucky
S. gallon shows a wide variety of prices.
coughing some, not as often but still
Government of the United States may
He adds that
Arnulfo Arias, in 1,,
canal and driving politicians to
noticed the tickling in my throat and the
From a high in Finland of 91.72 per
just as hard.
not impose a penalty upon its citizens
-hatred and defamation of the United
demagogic fury against any change in
persistent cough that it
increasingly
gallon down to the current average in
By then my stomach muscles were so
without affording them the right to jury
States are as much a national policy (of
the arrangement."
produced.'
the U.S. of 61 cents.
sore from all those racking coughs, it
trial. We ask no more than that, ancithe
Panama as are close ties with the
This is rewriting history with a
At first, I simply thought it was the
"Other prices on the international
felt as if someone had plunged a hot
Constitution will tolerate no less.'
communist- world, most particularly
vengeance. The American record in
dust from the sawdust in the show ring
market are: Spain $1.56; Tokyo $1.50;
sword into my mid-section when I
"Solicitor General Robert H. Bork,
the Soviet Union and Cuba."
Connection with the Panama Canal is
kicked up by the hogs as they Waded
Rio de Janeiro $1.43; West Germany
couldn't suppress a cough any longer.
representing the government, argued
U. S. Sen. Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.)
an open book. Lt. Gen. V. K. Krulak,
around before the judge, but by
$1.40 and England $1.13.
The Vicks 44 did the job, though. A
that the Constitution does not extend
has led the fight in the Senate against
editorial director of the Copley
nightfall that day I was coughing long
"Not included in the survey were the
warning on the bottle cautioned against
the jury trial guarantee to cases
surrender of the Panama Canal. His
Newspapers, set forth this record in a
and
hard.
two countries with the highest priced
its cough suppressant content as efbrought by the government itself, or
resolution opposing such a surrender
recent article entitled "Panama:
All through the night I coughed,
gasoline - Portugal $2.41 and Italy
fective as codeine and assured me it
cases involving regulatory agencies.
has been supported by approximately
Strategic Pitfall."
chasing
and
hound
dog
like
a
barking
$2.14."
it's
taste,
wasn't
habit
forming.
With
He
also
maintained
that'
civil
adshould
one-third of the Senate. It
. He points out that as to the matter of
Cathryn to the guest room for some
We're not trying to draw any conthere is little to worry about there.
ministrative proceedings eliminate
command the support of all senators
sovereign control, there is no question
on a
to
sleep
like
trying
sleep.
"It
was
radio
suffering
through
the
After
clusions
from this bit of info. We just
delays
and
potential
inconsistencies
security
hemispheric
concerned
about
Zone
The
Canal
Whatever, adding that
trampoline with you coughing like
thought we'd pass it on.
broadcast of the Racers' loss to Austin
inherent in jury trials. This department
and America's sovereign rights.
is not in any sense Panamanian
that," she said the next morning.
0+0
Peay Saturday night, I was well enough
observes that that is exactly what the
A giveaway of the,Panama Canal
territory." He observes that the 1903
Once, while delivering a speech on
by Sunday afternoon to watch Jack
would not be a yielding ofsome foreign
treaty granted_ the ,_110.ite.d _States
That was.Wednesday,_and, just my
Mark Twain --foTd the
Nicklaus win JaCkie-Gleason's big golf Letwr To The Editor
zone of influence. The Panama Canal is luck, my doctor's day off. It seems-'I
"perpetual sovereignty over the Canal
following
story:
in
Florida.
tournament
retained
and
should
be
S.
territory,
of
the
U.
Zone to the entire exclusion
never get sick when he's in his office.
"When I was a boy, I was walking
That, I think, convinced Cathryn I
in perpetuity as the Panama Canal It's either his day off or on the weekend.
exercise by the Republic of Panama of
get
out
of
the
house
along
a street one day, When I happened
was
well
enough
to
treaty provides.
any such sovereign rights, power or
He did come in for his Mail later in the
and back to Work.
to spy a cart carrying watermelon's. I
Gen. Krulak has capsuled the morning, heard a report of my symauthority."
After a shower and a shave Monday
was very fond of watermelon, so I
Panama Canal issue in these words: "If ptoms from his nurse and promptly
The Panama Canal is no more
to
the
bedroom
to
sneaked
morning,
I
returned
quietly up to the cart and
the
Q.
S.
concludes
that
Congress
the
Panamanian - territory than New
phoned a prescription to the druggist
snitched one.
find the sheets and other bed clothes
can risk sharing those 50 vital miles of for some tetracycline for me.
_Mexico is Mexican territory or Alaska
Dear Editor:
-Then I ran into a nearby alley and,
stripped from the bed and already in
liféTie with a hostile communist
is Russian territory.
With the death of Dennis Taylor,
with mouth watering. sank my teeth
broad-spectrum
antibiotic
washing
machine.
That's
a
the
agrees
to
government; even worse, if it
In a lengthy proceeding, the U. S.
Principal of Carter and Robertson
into the melon. No sooner had I done so,
I can take a hint, so back to work I
give the Canal away,-it will have done that he had prescribed before when I
$upreme Court ruled: "It is
Schools, Murray lost an outstanding
woozy
in
the
legs,
however, than a strange feeling came
it
always
a
bit
rubbery
similar
symptoms,
and
went
had
dozen
harm
than
a
country
more
this
-hypocritical to contend that the title of. _
educator and friend of young people.
over me.
in the head and sore all over, but,
had worked beautifully in clearing me
-suCceedingeongresses could repair."
the United States is imperfect, and that
Mr. Taylor will long be remembered by
"Without a moment's hesitation, I
nevertheless, happy to be up and out
up. But not this time. I ran through the
the territory described does not belong
those who were fortunate enough to
little
whatever-it-was.
made my decision. I walked back to the
schedule,
and
the
again
after
whole
bottle
on
to this nation." So much for The New
have known him. A little boy at the
cart, replaced the melon ... and took a
York Times' contention that the Canal
school was quoted by the Rev. Dr.
ripe one.
the
from
was
stolen
Zone
David Roos as saying,"Mr. Taylor sure
Panamanians.
was a good principal. He liked to hug us
- As -a matter of -fact The V. S. paid a lot."
:Panama $160 million for clear title to
FROM THE ,
In his honor, the Carter School P. T.
the Canal Zone. Since then, as Gen.
A. has decided to commission an artist
ii,,,
.Krulak reports, "The country has
cietetorrelitIll
By The Associated Press
to do an oil portrait of Mr. Taylor to be
The brightest star in London's night
Today is Tuesday, March 1, the 60th
on permanent display in the lobby at
life was Oscar Wilde, and, like the
day of 1977. There are 305 days left in
Carter School.
By JOE CRUMP
stars, he went to be at dawn. A painter
the year.
Anyone interested in contributing
once invited the playwright to his studio
Today's highlight in history:
toward this lasting memorial to his to look at his canvases. "Come eight
On this date in 1781, the American
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time t
dedicated service should send their
o'clock any day," he suggested. "I'll
Review the Congressional Record Doily)
Articles of Confederation were adopted,
contributions to: P. T. A. President,
come tomorrow night," promised
paving the way for a Federal union.
Carter Elementary School, Murray,
Wilde. "I meant eight in the morning,"
James Gantt and Kathy Rayburn
On this date:
PRESIDENT MOVES TO
I propose to change:
Ky.42071.
corrected the other, "when it is light."
have been named as Mr. and Miss
"I am proposing that the President be
In 1562, 1,200 Prench Huguenots were
REORGANIZE AGENCIES
Sincerely yours,
"But that's impossible," demurred
Murray University School for 1966-67.
slain in a massacre at Vassy, France,
allowed to amend a plan within thirty
To the Congress of the United States:
Mary Ann Carter, President
Wilde. "I couldn't stay up that late!"
Bobby D. Galloway, son of Mr. and
provoking the First War of Religion in
days after sending it to Congress,
"I, hereby transmit to the Congress
Carter School PTA
(Milwaukee
Journal)
Mrs. Billy Nat Galloway, has enlisted in
Government
Operations
France.
the
which
will
restore
unless
proposed legislation
the 130 day delay program of the United
In 1780, the Pennsylvania legislature
Committee in either House of Congress
the President's power to submit
States Navy.
passed an act abolishing slavery.
has already rejected the plan...
reorganization plans to the Congress.
Let's Stay Well
George Hart, president of the Bank of
In-1867, Nebraska became the 37th
"I hope the Congress will act soon on
• "It will revive with certain
Murray and mayor of Murray for a-- -state.
this legislation so our work of
modifications, the system through
twenty year period, was named Master
reorganization can begin."
In 1872, Congress authorized the
which reorganization plans are
Commissioner -of Calloway County by
+++
creation of Yellowstone National Park.
developed under the Executive
Circuit Judge Richard Peek to succeed
In 1932, the infant son of Col. and Mrs.
CRUMP'S GRASS
Reorganization Act of 1949 as amended.
Darrel Shoemaker who resigned.
Charles Lindbergh was kidnaped from
ROOTS COMMENT
Until the authority for this system was
Isabel Parks won first place in the
The wheels are beginning to turn.
the couple's home near Hopewell, N.J.
allowed to lapse in 1973, it provided an
Singles and Isabel Parks and Nancy
In 1954, five Congressmen were
efficient way for Congress and the
Blasingame
Holmes won first in the doubles in the
wounded as three Puerto Rican
President to work together to
Women's City Bowling Tournament
and
adults.
A
child
is probably more
nationalists fired wildly from the
streamline our government..,The
By F. J. L. Blasingame, M.D.
held here.
influenced than an adult by exposure to
gallery of the House of Representatives
President would again be permitted to
Q: Mrs. T. 1'. writes that she lives on
Christine Carter Luther and Bobby
violence, because he or she is in a
in Washington.
a small farm about three miles from
propose plans to accomplish any of the
Dodd of Murray are members of the
formative, impressionable stage of life.
Ten years ago: New York
following:
the city and that she has been catching
cast of the production, "The Public
While exposure to violence has an
-1. Transferring all or part of an
rainwater_for her houseplants and to
Democratic Congressman Adam
Eye," to be presented by the Drama
adverse effect on normal persons,some
I was made a minister according
Clayton Powell, accused of misconduct,
agency or its functions to another
use in shampooing her hair.
Department of Murray State Univerauthorities feel the influence on the
to the gift of the grace of God given
was denied his seat in the 90th Congress
agency;
The shallow well on the farm has
sity tonight and tomorrow.
unto me by the effectual working
borderline psychopath may increase
"2. Abolishing all or . part of the
hard water, and she asks whether it
by a vote of 307 to 116.
of his power. Ephesians 3:7.
his instability.
FiVe years ago: The Supreme Court
functions of an agency;
might not be healthier for her and her
All Christians should be ministers
In 1971. the U. S. Surgeon General's
"3. Consolidating, or coordinating, all
ruled that the Federal Trade Comfamily to drink rainwater.
- - whether lay or ordained, but God
Advisory Committee on Television and
or part of an agency;
A: In years gone by, rain served as
mission has broad powers to bar unfair
paces us into this opportunity for
Machinist Billy Joe Parker, son of or deceptive merchandising practices.
Social Behavior issued a warning that
-4. Authorizing an officer to delegate
the principal source of drinking water
and He provides the power
service
Mr. and Mrs. W. Joe Parker, Vine
violent entertainment, "may be conhis functions; or
One year ago: In Moscow, the Soviet
for many families, but rain may be
Street, Murray, is expected to arrive in
tributing, in some measure, to the
"5. Changing the name of an agency
Communist Party Congress vowed to
contaminated by air pollutants and
the United States today. He has been
aggregSive behavior of normal
continue supporting revolutionary
or the title, of its head, as well as the
should be drunk with caution, even if
stationed with his unit in the waters of movements abroad.
children." They may get the imhead of any agency resulting from
you live in a rural area. Rain can carry
the Middle East.
pression that violence is the preferred
reorganization.
Today's birthdays: National Football
down industrial dusts, pesticides, and
Deaths reported include Mrs. Loreda
way to solve almost any problem.
"The President would again not be
League Commissioner'Pete Rozelle is
even traces of radioactive particles.
Canady,age 17.
51. Poet Robert Lowell is 60.
permitted to propose plans which acOf course, you could run the rainThe
Murray
State
College
Lead Poisoning From Dinnerware
Thought for today: The result proves
complish any of the follosying:
water through a water filter and
Agriculture Department has received the wisdom of the act. - Ovid, Roman
The Murray Ledger St Times is
Q: Mrs. 0. asks whether decIorated
"1. Creating a new Executive
remove much of any contaminants.
published every afternoon except
two "Ton of Gold" certificates from the
china can be a common source of lead
poet,about 43 B.C. to 17 A.D.
(Cabinet leyel) Department;
Assuming that your Well is free of
Sundays. July ,Christmas Day,
American Jersey Cattle Club,
"2. Abolishing or transferring an
harmful bacteria, under the cir- - poisoning, and if so, . should • it be
Year's
Day
and
Thanksgiving
New
Columbus, Ohio, because of the high
existing Executive Department.
cumstances, its water should be avoided.
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
butterfat production of two of the cows__
A: The leaching of lead from china
"3. Abolishing or transferring all of
4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
preferable to the rainwater.
at the college farm.
Second Class Postage Paid at
and other dinnerware has been
the functions of an Executive DeparMurray High beat Almo and North
Murray, Ky. 42071.
--reported in-Medical literature. The lead
tment;
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
Violence on the Screen and comes from the
Marshall beat Kirksey in the second
-glaze or decsbrative
"4. Consolidating two or more
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
Aggressive Behavior
round of games in the Fourth District
decals.
Executive Departments or all of their
payable
in advance. By mail
month,
Q: Mrs. G. R. would like to know if
Basketball Tournament held at the
Judging from the experience of
functions; •
in Calloway County and.to Benton,
Nature sometimes drives its
any authoritative evidehce has been
array State Sports Arena. Rob
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmillions of users of such dishes, the
"a.
Continuing
an
agency
beyond
its
creatures to react decisively against
produced to show a relationship bet- amount of lead released is only a trace
arnell got 28 points for Kirksey.
mington. Ky., and Paris. Buchanan
statutory termination date;
changes in the environment; and so
ween- exposure to violenceln movies and may . not reach a toxic level.
Dr. Louis J. Boyd, son of Mr. and
and Puryear, Tenn.,$17.50 per year.
"6.
Authorizing
an
agency
to
perform
don't be surprised one day should a
By mail to other destinations, 832.50
and television and violence in the
Mrs. Bernice Boyd, Lynn Grove, and a
Prolonged contact, however, especially
a
function
not
expressly
authorized
by
per year.
couple of fishes gargle bp out of the
behavior of children.
member of the Dairy Department
of hot or acid fOods, would tend to in4,
law;
or
'
Member
of
'Associated
Press,
Kenturgid lieep and, first pursing their lips
A: A number of university studies crease the lead &intent. This should be
faculty of the University of Tennessee,
"7. Increasing the term of an office
tucky Press Association and
to square away for force and distance,
have
shown a relationship between
Knoxville, has promoted the recent
Southern
Newspaper
Publishers
avoided.
beyond that provided by law.
violence in entertainment and
organization of a Farm House Club at 'let go and squirt their polluted water
Association.
Copyright, 1977, United Feature
"The
existing
Act
contains
several
into our polluted air.
aggressive, restive behavior in children
the University.
Syndicate,Inc.
limitations on reorganization plans that

United States Industrial Council

Tribute To
Taylor Planned

Today
In History

'Low Down,'
Congressional
Record

Funny
Funny World

0.0020G

10 Years Ago

Rainwater May Not
Be Safe To Drink

Bible
Thought

20 Years Ago

The Murray
Ledger & Times

Isn tt It
The Truth
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Roses Always Offers.

es,

GUARANTEED
SATISFACTION

Fraaces Drake
FOR WEDNFSDAY,
MARCH 2...n77

.
111 • • • • • • • OOOOO •

AgmaiNT
AD POUCY
MING

What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars sat read the forecast
given for yok birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to-Apr. 201
Interpret carefully where you
sense hidden meanings. All of
them are NOT deceptive; sonte
may simply need clarification.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stumbling blocks to progress
will 'be indeasiveness and
missed opportunity. Key
yourself to deliberate smartly
and quickly so that you may
reach proper conclusions.

Ate gretcy of RoaWs Ulo new then.
adverlesti Ilen in Moak II for sone unreel** mason Ms falvellsed MeV
charsdlee * not In stock Rosen we
I.a rain check on nen* eel can
Os used to pashas Rs INSF~die
r
gie=0111
seen Si.onerdsindes
or Comparable WNW
cfendlas we be ramrod st • mow
*wady reduced prlos a is Pe tense
tendon of Rose's to trwa-up 01/
POIC,Qi`Sidelaction °urinated
Always
ROBE'S STORES, INC
•

TV%

Sheer to the
waist. . . 100%
nylon ...

• • • • • ••

-

Men's

• •••, • • ••••••• • • . •• •

KNIT
SLACKS

(May 72 to June 21)
Mild influences indicate a soso day unless you do something
about it. But, jp-yotir search for
more stimulating activities,
don't go off on wild tangents.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Someone may try to place a
burdensome imposition on you.
Reject what you consider unfair, but graciously offer
alternatives for handling.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Good solar influences favor
clever
innovations • and
strategies. A fine period in
which to put over unusual ideas.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) NVII
A time for evaluation, to find
missing links, details hidden to
the casual eye, to change a
course which is leading to a
dead end.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct.
A first-rate peribd for inventiveness and twinging out
dormant talents. Put your
strength behind unusual,
but worthwhile, projects.
SCDRPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov.
Summarize past gains and
future potentials, and it will
help you to plan the right moves
to take early next week. Don't
think in terms of the
unreasonable, however.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Splendid Jupiter influences
indicate expansive development, business advancement
and fine opportunities for future
gain.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Your emotions could get out
of hand. So could any number of
things become bdthersome, IF
you permit. Stress tolerance
and understanding.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Muster your best efforts for
the "trying" moments — even
though they may be few — and
you can breeze through most of
the day. Put your weight behind
solid undertakings.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
Set sights calculatingly on
your target — and aim straight!
The time is ripe for getting the
things you want.

eiartfrous4e

PANTY HOSE

opo

1242

Pair For
Perfect fitting stretch panty hose of 1000/0
nylon. They have a special reinforced
center seam. Fits 125 to 160-lbs. Suntan,
Beigetone or Coffee. Limit 4.

Reg. 7.97

Ari

n)

)eve:

YOU BORN TODAY are an
alert and intelligent individual;
quickly appraise situations -AND people. You know what
you want and go after it in a
tenacious manner. Few persons, including yourself, know
your mind intimately. You
seem contradictory at times,
yet are clear-cut in your
thinking; also discriminating.
You are artistically inclined,
have a retentive memory and a
keen eye for details. You
seldom admit defeat; are a
steadfast friend, a strong opponent. Try to overcome a
tendency toward excessive
stubbornness. Birthdate of:
Pope Leo XIII; Samuel
Houston, Amer. general; Sir
Thomas Bodley, diplomat,
scholar; Jennifer Jones and
Desi Arnaz Sr.,- entertainers.

DOUBLE KNIT
MATERIAL

TALti
Knee-Hi's

Reg. 1.88 yd.

0
Big Mama Sandalfoot Knee.Hi's of 100%
nylon. One size fits all comfortably Choose
Suntar Beige or Coffee Limit 4

Free Good NOW5
Stave,
Dtspossble
wan purchase
Llghte,
Cricket
Lighters et tea red
bloc* or green

PRINTED
COTTON
MATERIAL

TIGER
MATS

CRICKETS
with RAZOR
23..35

.
1

scatter rugs
bow
sinpes a chin molds
Perfect accent tor
!h

C04011111

148

most any roOm

DENTAL
FLOSS

VISA ACTION
STRIPES
'00%

Dacron

Polyester rnstenst
62,64 welPs I4en.
bole action strews to
choose from

88

3

Johnson s waxed 'a!
unwased Dente Ross

C

Ion hoetelter teeth wct

YD

gems

scrysres

Per

peCaLegt

GLADE
SOLID
tsat,..re

RUG
YARN

fragrances cm

,,X
,.,E iit••
Lt' I 0
- 1- hm,nates
Sr.'
odors effectively
oft 43 OtInGell

5,t

C

Net

Reg

2/ 00

Rios
411

I

digreCre:

At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

—1•
r7
---/

MAIL BOX "
NOT INCLUDED

swwwwk.

BATHROOM TOILET
MAIL BOX POST
SEATS
SCALES

Complete with cement block

STYROFOAM
CUPS

566

arc

something

I he) re 16
hl.iek Solids are
somitletel!,iiIk,1 SOMC
the bit .iii he)')e hcen
printed See. lot )inti sit.00
44w:own(

344
Reg 4.99

Reg.7.99

MCC

444

PLAY-DOH
Reg. 1.27

Reg.5.99
orres from our tws
tov,
h9c
\ rtIreer

Ctt

Limit6Each

Reg. 59e

Prices Good Wed.- Sat.

CR05E
:
SD
••••

, 116 NORTH
247-5912
MAYFIELD
•••••••• •

Nom:9-9 Mon.-Sat. 14 Sunday

Central Shopping Center
T..'

s.vv—Vr'r

Murray, Ky.
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Fourth District Preview
Standing On
The Firing Line

I

Marshal Boys Appear Strong,

By Mike Brandon
'spoort• fr:Oltor

Girls Hampered By Iniuries

Friday Night: The Lion's Den

their hands full with Calloway yet. Michelle Young has a bad
By MIKE BRANDON
The only senior who will be field, the Marshal girls have
Lidger & Times Sports Editor County but will enjoy quite a knee,. Jan Arant has only in the starting lineup will be hit 64 per cent as a team this
When you are around Fred bit of height advantage. They. played a quarter out of our center Laura O'Daniel.
season from the free throw
Overton for a long period of key for the Marshals will be to• last four games, Jill Bennett
The strong point of the line
time, there's a few things that keep the Lakers off the boards hurt her ankle in practice and Marshall County girls is thenr-Marstiall County has split a
and solve the Calloway County Debbie McDonald is just now outside shooting. And that can pair of games with Callowayalways seem to rub off.
beginning to get back into be summed up in one word: County and the Marshals have
Yes, Rick Leeper is a sharp press.
Leeper feels the Lakers will shape," Cothran said.
dresser, just like Fred
also split two with Murray
Smith.
Overton. But that's not the have one distinct advantage in
McDonald, a junior point
Sharon Smith is a junior High.
guard, has been scoring about forward who is an exceptional
main thing Leeper picked up the game.
The three girls' teams are
Because of an energy crisis eight points per game since shooter. She is scoring 18.5 evenly matched and there is
during his time as a graduate
assistant basketball coach to in Murray and Calloway rejoining the team after an points per game and is a cinch no clear-cut choice in the
Overton at Murray State County, both Murray High and ankle injury had her sidelined for All-Region honors.
tourney.
University.
The Calloway-Marshall
Calloway County have been for the first half of the season.
Though Smith is the best
Leeper, now head coach at allowed to play their last few
Basically, the Marshall pure shooter on the club, County girls' game will begin
Marshall-Countfiligh-Seheei, home-games on the floor of-the County girls-are a young team Marshall County dOes have at 0-:-30-p. m. Thursday. The
with a lot of talent and con- other good rshooters. And loser will play Murray High at
picked up a few of Overton's MSU Sports Arena.
philosophies.
"They've played five games siderable depth.
besides shootna well from the 6:30 p. m. Friday.
"The key for us at tour- on that court and it makes a
nament...Oink 1k.t4 belj,ewe -in - difference. I've piayed'on ft
ourselves," Leeper said.
a player and there's a big
"We have to believe that we difference in that floor and
can do it."
other floors we play on during
Their first chance to prove the year," Leeper said.
how much they believe in
Another point to consider is
themselves will come Thur- this: If the Marshals can win
keep Dorothy on the ice.
match her hair style.
sday night when they meet over the Lakers, they are
By WILL GRIMSLEY
After signing a 000,000
Calloway County in the Fourth automatically in the First
In living rooms the country
AP Special Correspondent
District Tournament at the Region Tournament.
NEW YORK (AP)- Forty- over, one can envision doting contract with Clairol, said in
be the bigOest
Murray State Sports Arena.
Murray High drew a bye odd years ago a pretty, fresh- mothers, vowing, "I want my the trade to
The opening 6:30 p. m. and will play the loser of the faced Norwegian named Sonja Suzie to be another Dorothy ever for a TV commercial,
Miss Hamill confided to a
contest will . feature the Laker-Marshal game. Ideally, Henie whirled and pirouetted Hamill."
and
Rhona Ftacz, how
County
friend,
Marshall
almost
a
is
and
It
wild
figure
Olympic
three
to
the Marshals would like to
Calloway County girls while defeat Calloway County then skating championships and impossible dream. Of all much more fortunate she had
the boys' game will begin 30 see the Lakers win over landed smack on Hollywood's competitive sports,the rOad to been than some of her conminutes after the conclusion Murray Friday. That would silver screen.
an Olympic gold medal in temporaries.
of the first contest,
The idea,was put to Clairol
Americans were just sur- figure skating - and the
automatically make Marshall
Marshall County is the County the District Cham- facing from a terrible treasure chest that lies at the by Miss Racz, a company
biggest and most physical pions.
depression. It was only end of it - is the most project director, and out o
team in the District. But until
natural they should find an demanding and the most came a plan to take gure
County
But if Marshall
recently, Leeper hasn't been should defeat the Lakers antidote in Sonja's movies-a costly.
vileged.
skating to the less
able to come up with a lineup Thursday then Murray High boy-girl love story staged in a
Exclusive of the hundreds of The company,- pledged a
that will click night after win ovtc Calloway Friday, "Winter Wonderland" setting hours - five to six a day
minimum _.contribution of
night.
spent in training, it's $25,000 /did agreed to kick
that would mean the Marshals with lilting music.
Last week, the Marshals and Tigers would have to meet
Teen-agers sighed. Fathers estimated that it cost Dorothy back16 cents on every label
won at Mayfield then defeated Saturday for the tourney title. experienced a quickened around $20,000 in the final year -returned from a package of
Trigg County, which had just
has heart beat. Mothers gushed - alone en route to her triumph Dorothy's favorite hair
County
Marshall
defeated Madisonville the dropped two previous matches and then went out and bought at Innsbruck.
conditioner.
previous night.
of
smacked
This was documented
This
with Murray High,the last one a pair of $4.50 skates for their
"The win over Mayfield was being- a One-point. -loss- at. rialightprs
icsvntly in the9ftagerell_tut rommercialisrn, but it was.
Kentucky, winning its 14th advantage with 9:30 Ieft to really important for us. First Benton several weeks ago.
t's Commission decided that the fund should
That's the way the figure of the Presi
consecutive game,came alive Play before the Commodores, of all, we won it at their place
Expenses be administered by the U.S.
Sports.
Olyippfc
on
the
in
exploded
boom
skating
GIRLS
MARSHAL
at that point to reel off 12 5-11 in the league and 9-15 for after they had defeated us
world class figure Figure Skating Association's
United States, producing in for
problems.
has
Cothran
Don
straight points and win going the season, roared back.
earlier in the year at our
His Marshall County girls later years - in addition to a, ater for 1976-77 was placed. Memorial Fund, doled out to
The Tide, now 21-4 and 12-4 place. And with our win over
away. The triumph gave the
at $30,500.
deserving talent on a local
are 13-6 on the season and on a trio of men's stars Wildcats a 23-2 record for the also got 17 points from Rickey Trigg County, we have a lot of given night, capable of medalists such as
Not many bricklayers or level.
nley
season and 15-1 in the league. Brown. Vanderbilt was led by momentum to carry into the beating anyone in the Region. 'Albright, Carol •
This is the procedure
, Peggy bank clerks can afford that
Tennessee, which was idle, Greg Fuller with 25 points.
the
by
District," Leeper said.
'recommended
But the problem is that his Fleming and, ost recently, kind of an outlay.
Alabama Coach C. M. -The Marshals_will come into
has a 14-2 league mark and
No one is more conscious of President's Commission club may not be at full Dorothy
hosts the Wildcats Saturday Newton, asked about a 'the game with a 14-10 record. strength.
Now s the gymnastic and the elusiveness of the Olympic hands off the U.S. Olympic
postseason tournament after Against Calloway County, the
on regional television. •
ired Dorothy who is gold medal than Miss Hamill movement by the govern"Our main problem is going
In. other contests Monday being eliminated from the Marshals have split.
audiences, not only in herself, daughter of a well-to- ment, more participation by
owing
.
everyone...
to be simply getting
nigt, Alabama edged Van- SEC race, said, "I learned
George Phelps, a 6-4 senior, there," Cothran said.
Ice Capades but on the home do company executive in the nation's corporations.
derbilt 78-77, Louisiana State from Coach Paul "Bear" will start at one forward along
That's the way Dorothy
uries television screens where she is Riverside, Conn., who had to
"We've had some
upset Florida 79-74 and Bryant that if you just keep with 6-2 senior Larry Schaper and we're just not
together plugging a hair conditioner to do some belt-tightening to wants it, too.
Auburn routed Mississippi 97- winning, maybe something at another forward spot.
good will happen to you."
84. Georgia was idle.
Schaper will be splitting duty
Jordy Hultberg scored 24 with 6-3 senior Greg Sch"There's no question but
that we were flat and I don't points and Kenny Higgs added winghammer.
know why," said Hall. "I 19 points and 11 assists to lead
Jeff Brandon,a promising 6suppose we may have been LSU over Florida. Higgs now 4 junior, will start in the pi
6-2
looking ahead to Tennessee, has 231 assists to break the while Jeff Copeland
but I honestly didn't think we NCAA and SEC season record junior, will start a •ne guard
of 228 set by Tennessee's along with
were."
enior Monte
"It just killed us when we Rodney Woods in 1975. .
Moss.
"I
ISU is 15-11 overall and1-9
lost White and Brown," said
we've come back to
Mississippi State Coach in the league while Florida WI ewe were at Christmas,"
Kermit Davis. Brown led dropped to 16-8 and 9-7.
per said.
Mike Mitchell led f
playing
State with 17 points.
"We
are
uble aggressively
Rick Robey led Kentucky Auburn scorers in
our
and
as the rebounding has really imwith 19 points while James figures with 26
Lee had 14, Larry Johnson 13 Tigers easily ...posed of Ole proved. We're also playing
Miss. JoJzr Billips had 25 soundly instead ologambling
and Jack Givens 12.
T. R. Dunn scored 18 points points r the Rebels who are on defense. But still, I think
to lead 12th-ranked Alabama. 10- and 4-13. Auburn is 13-11 the big thing is that we are
nd 6-10.
The Crimson Tide had a 65-5
believing in ourselves,"
Leeper added.
The Marshals will have

Daniel walked into the lion's den, Jonah ballclub. But good is not enough to beat
was swallowed by a whale and yet, they Austin Peay. It could be the pressure, more
managed to survive. They had God on their than anything else.
Winning so many close games in so many
side.
That is precisely what it would take miraculous ways- can emotionally drain a
Friday night in Clarksville for Murray State 'team. And when the emotions are drained,
often times one is physically drained.
to defeat Austin Peay.
Murray was not the same club Saturday
In human terms, there's no way Murray
State can compare with Austin Peay. The that they were at Austin Peay on January
29. Why?
Governors are just too strong.
Who knows?
It has been a good year for basketball at
At Austin Peay, the Racers were in the
Murray State. But, it's also been a fortunate
game until the final minutes. But against
year.
The Racers finished witti a 9-5 league The Peay here Saturday, everyone in the
mark and it could have egg* been- a 5-9 Spurts Arena-felt aftei the
the second half it was all over.
record.
The Racers were dead on the boards.
miracles
of
string
its
began
Murray
It no longer seemet to be fun.
lasta
with a. 71-70 win in Richmond when
-.saballibtr---•Ded.weexpeettapmech?..P
W1g C111111641
seconTs'hOt brt
They were 9-2 at one point and everyone
home
at
game
71-70
- The Racers won a
was thinking about a conference chamagainst Middle, after coming back from the pionship. A league championship for a
dead.
bunch of guys who a year ago, hadn't even
Murray again came back from the heard of each other?
dead to win 89-87 at Bowling Green in double
If Murray does lose Friday, the Racers
overtime.
finish 17-10. Last year, if anyone would
will
- At .Tennessee Tech, the Racers have predicted a 17-10 year for Murray after
perworst
their
of
one
struggled through
the 9-17 season, they would have been
formances of the year to pull off another laughed at.
down
points
four
from
coming
win,
miracle
There's no need to say 'wait until next
in the final 19 seconds.
year.'
That is too negative.
The string of miracles ran out in a loss by
Instead,thanks for this year. It's been fun,
a point to Western and a loss by four at
Middle Tennessee. Then Saturday against it's been sad. But we've grown to know the
The Peay, the only miracle that could have players and feel close to them. We have
taken place would have been for the roof to shared the joy of their wins and we've
shared the hurt of their failures.
fall in. Instead,the roof only leaked.
Win or lose Friday, they are still our team,
What's happened to Murray State?
Nothing really. Murray is still a good and more important,they are our friends.

Figure Skating Ranks Most
Expensive Individual Sport

Hall Not Pleased With
Performance Of 'Cats

•

By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer
Coach Joe Hall of .secondranked Kentucky was not in a
talking mood despite' his
Wildcats' 77-64 victory over
Mississippi State Monday
night, setting up Saturday's
Southeastern Conference title
confrontation with Tennessee.
"I don't have much to say,"
We played
said Hall.
erratically and lethargically."
The Bulldogs, 13-12 overall
and 5-11 in the SEC, held a 5756 lead with 6:25 left to play
when starters Rickey Brown
and Ray White fouled out.

INK
CHAIN-L
FENCE
SPECIAL PURCHASE SALE

KING
EDWARD
Invincible Deluxe

We Have Just Purchased a Large Quantity of 48 Inch Chain-Link Fence at an Extra Low Price. Will be Offered at This
Sale Only.

Re-

Bring This Ad
With You

Bowling
Standings

Thursday, March 3*

Sue & Chadie's
Restaurant
SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
CATFISH DINNERS
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Highway
68 8.80
At Aurora

Magic Tri
Bowling League
W
Team
49
Beauty Box
49
Bank of Murray
48
Corvette Lanes
46
Dennison-Hint
45's
Peoples Bank
45
Johnson's Gro.
45
Jerry's Restaurant
44,-4
Murray Insurance
41ki
Murray Theaters
.38
Hospital Pharmacy
37
Paradise Kennels
364
Shirleys
34
Murray Calloway Hosp. 29
Dixie Cream Donuts
High Team Game 1SC
,Ins
Murraj
Peoples Bank
Peoples Bank
High Team Game HC t
Murray Ins
Murray Theaters
phitson's Oro.. . . . . . . . .
High Team Series i Sc t
Peoples Bank
Beauty Box
Johnson's Gro
High Team Series ; NCI
Murray Ins.
Johnson's Gro... . . . . .
Peoples Bank.. . . . . . .
Inii. dame
Nancy Black
Judy Hale
Debbie Williams
High Ind. Game t HC i
Nancy Blaclt
Debbie Williams
Nancy Black
High Ind.Series i SC1
Nancy Black
Marge Hinman
Betty Dixon
High Ind. Senes t HC1
Nancy Black ....... . . . . .. . . . . .
Pam Williams
Vicki Grimm
High Averages
Wanda Brown
Marge Heunan
Meier*McCallon . .
Nancy Weber
Elaine Pittenger . ...
Mary Harris
Mildred Hodge
Judy Hale .
Betty Parrish.
Anita Goodman
•Nancy Lovett
Connie Jones . . ..... , .

,k

4-

35
35
36
18
3144
39
39
39Li
424
46
47
47 Li
50 55
792
744
734
1070
1002
968
2193
2153
2101
2863
2839
283High
186
188
352
25:
2X
464
471
45:
67
59s
591
16:
I Y.
154
;4
144.
14
144
14, .
1 4.

:4-4

CHECK THESE PRICES
WAS
NOW
.73 No,
.45 per 1,
i.45
$3.60 No
S2.10
$10.00
$13.O0,.o
$8.00 No
S33.00
$1150.16,
$37.50
$67.50 No
S5.00 hi.d,N S3.00 N,Nne„d
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED
DEALERS WELCOME

. 48 inch chain-link fabric, 50' rolls
1 3,8 0. D. top rail, 11' ft. lengths
1 5/8 0. D. x 5 ft. 6 in. linepost with cap
2x5 ff. 6 in. end post "with fitting
/
11
2ix5 ft. 6 in. corner post with fitting
Walk Gate with hardware for 4.8 in. fence
Double drive gate for 48 in. fence
Tie Wire

ATTENTION:
Our installation personnel have agreed to cut installation
charge 25% while this material lasts.
NOTE:If Delivery Is Required There Will Be A
pi Slight Charge

BUY NOW AND SAVE

"PRICES NEVER LOWER SINCE THE 1960's"

AAA FENCE CO.

Highway 60 West Paducah, Ky.

Phone 444-6865
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Tulane Gets Only Nine
Points In First Half
Vanderbilt in another SEC poured in a career-high 29
game. Alabama led most of points.
the way, but had to hold off a
In first-round games of the
furious rally by the Com- Mis.souri Valley Conference
modores at the end.
playoffs, West Texas State
Meanwhile, Old Dominion .defeated Tulsa 96-81 behind
won its 21st straight gameand Melvin Jones' 29 Points and
24th in 26 starts with a 79-72 Drake beat Bradley 80-73 as
decision over Stetson behind terry Benka -converted nine
Ronnie Valentine's 27 points; free tfirows in the final three
Bruce King scored 28 points minutes.
and collected 15 rebounds as
Iowa defeated Indiana 80-73,
and Larry Bird equaled his
school record with 47 points,
leading Indiana State to an 8065 decision over Butler.
Also, Steve Grant scored 26
_PdaWiaMa.__11115et,
Seton Hall 92-81 and earned a
The Murray Baseball
berth in the ECAC's Metre Asspetation will meet at 7 p.m.
Area playoffs; Ken Horoho „tedight at Calloway County
had eight free throws 41e_ High Schvel,
final two minutes, helping'St.
All persons interested in the'
Francis, Pa. beat G • getown summer youth baseball
94-87; Mike
chars 26 program in the Murray area .
points pow d Auburn past are urged to attend.
Missis pi
97-84
and
Also, all officers are urged
Mic an State edged Ohio to be present for the important
te 80-79 as Bob Chapman meeting.

a

e

Local Baseball
Association To
Meet Tonight

Kingman Says He Wants
50 Homers This Season

a

a

a

If

I

1.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
What do you say to a
basketball team that died?
"I told them that they set
basketball back 25 years,"
said Tulane's Roy Danforth
after watching his players
score only nine points in the
first half against Marquette
Monday night.
Marquette's Al McGuire
also had something to say to
his players after they scored
only 25.
"I think both teams were
thinking about something
else," McGuire said.
The tempo__picked_up_con,
siderably after intermission,
but still McGuire did not find
anything artistic inhiS team's
6.1.44.tritunph over•Tulane..
think we were looking
ahead to the last two games,
against
Creighton
and
Michigan, and they were
looking ahead to the Metro-7
tournament," said McGuire.
McGuire's
19th-ranked
Warriors are hopeful of a
to the NCAA playoffs,
can
establish their
entials
with victories
r their final
two oppo ts. One more
trium
would provide
M
ire with a 20-victory
By The Associated Press
ason, something he has
players on the team."
Dave Kingman is shooting
made a habit of at Marquette.
McDonald also said that it
would be "very difficult" for
Danforth's players will have for the moon.
-This season, I won't be any Mets player to make more
to do better than they did
Mqpday night if they want to satisfied with less than 50 than pitcher Tom Seaver, who
make the NCAA party. The home runs," says the New is in the category of $225,000
Green Wave only hit three of York Mets'slugger.
per year.
The Mets might think he is
24 shots in the first half.
Kingman, who checked into
Two other ranked teams asking for the moon as well. the Mets'• spring training
Manager
Joe camp at St. Petersburg, Fla.,
were in action Monday night. General
Second-rated Kentucky McDonald points out that he is Sunday and started hitting
defeated Mississippi State 77- "very far apart" in his baseballs over the fence
64 and No:12 Alabama nipped contract negotiations with the Monday, noted that there was
unsigned player.
Vanderbilt 78-77.
a big disparity in his contract
While not disclosing figures, talks with McDonald.
Bo Ellis scored 26 points in
Marquette's-victory. Ellis got McDonald said Monday that
-But- I don't want to leave
vinarthe Mets have-offered New
14 points in the first TiZr, York,"
Kingman
outscoring Tulane all by the rangy outfielder would put reflected. "My goal is to be
himself by intermission. In the Kingman in the -category of signed by the start of the
second half, Tulane could not the top three or four salaried season."
get any closer than 10 points,
29-19. At this point, the
GENERAL
TOWSON, Md. - A lastWarriors, ran off 10 straight,
clinching the victory.
minute contract extension
averted the threat of a midT.R. Dunn scored 18 points,
MIAMI ( AP) - Jim night strike against the
pacing
Alabama
over
Palmer, the Baltimore Ainerican Totalisator Co.,
Orioles' three-time,American, which could have affected
League Cy Young Award legal gambling across the
Bowling_
winner, Was not happy about United States and Canada.
Standings
being at the opening day of
training camp.
Monday Night
Kentucky Lake
"This- club _stinks. They're
Bowling League
lucky if they finish fourth.
Team
W
• I.
Hodge & Son
.....
65'i.22.L1 This field is in the worst shape
Murray Appliance ...
,. 60
23
I've ever seen it. If you're on a
Mutual of Omaha ....
59
29
Corvette Lanes
57
31
major league team, you ought
Gene Body Shop ....... .
49
39
to at least have a major league
Baker Auto Repair
42
46
Randy Thornton The
41
47
training facility," Palmer
Moose Lodge
41
47
State
The
Murray
said Monday. Ledger Shines
37
51
Club,
a
group
of
Thorobred
Colonial Bread
36
52
Then he said what was
Ky. Lake Oil
35'1 5211
loyal and interested sports
really bothering him.
32
DeVanti's
56
Pagliai's
32
56
"Management is being fans, will hold their final
Murray Hoapital
se completely unrealistic about meeting of the current school
30
High Team Game Sc(
Murray Appliance
934 my contract and if they don't -year on Thursday night,
Murray Appliance
931
March 3, at 6:00 p.m. in Roy
Corvette Lanes
906 want to treat me fairly, then I
High Team Game( HC'r
don't want to stay here," Stewart Stadium, Room 206.
Murray Appliance
1040
Highlighting the program
Murray Appliance
1037 Palmer told the Baltimore
for this final meeting will be
Gene Body Shop
1034 Sun.
High Team Series 1SC I
Palmer said he was serious head basketball coach, Fred
Murray Appliance
2734
Corvette Lanes
2673 about wanting to renegotiate Overton, who will be named
—Hedge&Son
2625
his contract with the Orioles OVC "Coach Of the Year."
High Team Series HC I
Coach Overton will review
Murray Appliance
3042 and his preliminary request
Gene Body Shop
2962
highly successful Racer
the
was
for
$1.5
million
for
five
Corvette Lanes
2952
basketball season and will
High Ind. Game SC I
years.
Toby Aller
234
"He (General Manager comment on the team's
Ron Robinson
,
233
Tommy McClure........
229 Hank Peters) was shocked at prospects in the OVC TourHigh Ind. Game IHC
nament to be held in
Ron Robinson.
..... ....
261 those numbers," Palmer said.
Fred Butterworth ..........
259 The 31-year-old right-hander Clarksville on March 4 and 5.
Steve Higgins
253
admitted later that he might The Racer team is'scheduled
High Ind. Series ISç I
Jun Washer
602 settle for about $260,000 per for a third re-match with
Carl Ellis
590
Conference Champions,
Toby Aller
571 year.
High Ind.Series(HC.)
,Palmer now has a three- Austin Peay.
Fred Butterworth
681
This final club meeting of
Ron Robinson
656 year cOntract, plus an option
Gerald Rule
664 'year, which paid him $177,000 the 1976-77 school year will
High Averages
also include 'reports from the
Dan Jones
183 last season, the 'first year of
Carl Ellis
..............
180 the contract, and will give him spring sports coaches and
Lyman Dixon
180
head football coach, Bill
Virgil Setser.........
180 $185,000 this year.
Jerry Bolls
176
His $550,000 pact was signed Furgerson.
Ron Pace
175
Spring sports coaches will
Jim Washer
175 during • spring training last
Mark McLamore
175 year, before the demise of the discuss prospects for their
Ron McClung
175 reserve
clause
and seasons which will begin this
Toby Aller
175
skyrocketing salaries for free month. Coach Johnny Reagan
Thorobred
expects the
agents.
"The only way to get them baseball team to be a conto agree to anything is to hold tender for the conference
a gun to their head," Palmer Championship again this
said. "It doesn't pay to be a season.
Head Track Coach,. Bill
nice guy. Hank told me I was
being unrealistic in what I'm Cornell, is extremely opsans Of WWII
asking. But they were timistic about his track squad
prepared to give that kind of on the basis of their final inmoney to Reggie (Jackson) door performance this winter.
For Your!
Golf coach, Buddy Hewitt,
and they were prepared to pay
Life
(Bobby) Grich more than he will prognosticate about the
possibilities and potential of
was worth."
Health
Palmer, who always has his young Murray State golf
Home
done his own negotiating in the squad, and Coach Bennie
Car
past, now has retained a Purcell will outline the
Baltimore
lawyer to bargain prospects of i the Racers'
Farm
chances in the. OVC._ tennis
for him.
Business
Sources were quoted as competition this spring.
Head football coach, Bill
saying Palmer would make it
GET THE SHIM)
difficult for the Orioles to keep Furgerson, will also be on the
from trading him if something program to report to the
Thorobred Club members
was not done.
Ronnie Ross
Meanwhile, Peters played about the outstanding football
' 210 E. Man)
down any possible conflict, recruits that have been signed
saYing only that the two sides for next season, and, also, to
Phone 753-0489
had discussed "re-adjusting" discuss spring practice and
the annual Blue-Gold game.
Palmer's contract.

•.

Dons Continue To Lead
PORTS Poll, Wildcats Secorfd

(

,S

Morehead's 18 Free throws
Down Stretch Edges Marshall
By The Associated Press
on the clock, but recorded 18
A 24-point performance by points from the foul line the
Ted Hundley lead Morehead to reA of the way,k),4d -on,for
an 88-83 college basketball the victory.
victory over Marshall Monday - The early minutes of the
night.
first half saw the_score tied
Another 24-point effort, by seven times before the Herd,
Mike Mitchell, keyed Ken- 8-18, scored six straight points
tucky State's 93-85 victory to take a 29-21 lead with 8:02
over Thomas More in a remaining in the half.
•
senilinal game of the District
Marshall led by 10 points at
32 NAIA tournament. Mitchell 46-36 with a minute left in the
hit on 11 of 12 shots from the first half. But two Hundley
Weld.
bagkets, one at the buzzer,
Pikeville, which defeated brought Morehead within six
Berea 115-86 at Pikeville on points at 46-40 at the half.
the strength of Terry -Herb.
-Stamper --added 18 Hawkins: n ,tioints. will meg% -points • for-Morehead while
Kentucky State for the Mike Kelley had 12 and Jeff
District 32 title.
Wilson 10.
At Morehead, Hundley
scored on.a tipin with 13:38
TENNIS
MEMPHIS
Sixth-seeded
remaining in the game that
put the Eagles, 15-9, on top 58- Mark Cox of England defeated
56. They never trailed after Bernie Mitton of South Africa
6-1, 3-6, 64 in the opening
that.
Morehead scored its last round of the U.S. National
field goal with 9:06 remaining Indoor Championships.

By The Associated Press
The North Carolina Tar
Heels are going places these
days - and their-latest move
is in The Associated Press'
college basketball poll.
After winning the Atlantic
Coast Conference__ regular
season title with an 84-71
victory over Duke Saturday,
the Tar Heels completed a
wildly successful weekend
with a 96-89 victory over 10th-ranked Louisville on Sunday.
Their two-day performance
obviously caught the voters'
eyes, for, they generated
enough suptiort Monday to
pug) North -Caro-Ue three
spots up to No. 6. It was one of
the biggest leaps- among Top
10 teams.
The top three teams all
remained the same in the
voting, by a nationwide panel
of. sports writers and broadcasters.
San
Francisco, 29-0,
remained No. 1 with 1,120
points after beating Seattle
112-77 and Portland 95-92. The
Dons collected 50 of a pas.sible
57 first-place votes while No. 2

Kentucky
received the
remaiaing seven. The. Wildcats, 22-2, beat Mississippi 8169 and Alabama 85-70 and
collected 996 points in the
voting.
Michigan, 21:3, remained
No. 3 after beating Michigan
State 69-65.
UCLA, 22-4, routed Stanford
114-93 and California 91-69 and
displaced Nevada-Las Vegas
as the No. 4 team. The Rebels,
23-2, beat Denver 99-82 in their
only game of the week and
slipped to No. 5.
Arkansas, 25-1, edged Texas
A&M 6342 but fell a notch
from + -sixth to No. 7.
Providence, 23-3, beat
Villanova 84-71 and St. John's,
N.Y. 69-66 to vault frorn_12th to
No. 8. Minnesota, 22-3, edged
Purdue 84-78 in overtime and
beat Illinois 72-70 to advance
from 13th to ninth.
Louisville, 21-5, rounded out
the Top 10, retaining the spot it
held last week. The Cardiaalgbeat Northeast Louisiana 913-65
and Georgia Tech 91-80 before
falling 96-89 to North Carolina.
Tennessee, 20-5, defeated

4110

Mississippi State 76-68 but fell
to qgqrgia_41-76_ansi
No. 7 to 11th. Alabama, 204,
beat Georgia 78-68 but lost to
Kentucky 85-70 to drop from
No.8 to 12th.
Syracuse, 23-3, rose from
_15th to 13thi and Cincinnati, 22,;
4, held on to its No -14 ranking.
, Detroit, 24-2, climbed from
16th to 15th.
Rounding out this week's
Top 20 were Wake Forest, 206? Arizona, 21-5; Clemson, 215i Marquette, 18-6 and Utah,
20-6.
I San Fran

50

29-0

' 2.2-t
21-3
3.Michigan
4.12CLA
.224
23-2
5.Nev-IN
6 N Carolina22-4
23-3

300

9 Minnesota
10 Louisville
11 Tennessee
12 Alabama
13 Syracuse
14 Cincinnati
15.Detroit
16.Wake,Forest
17. Arizona
18.Clemson
19. Marquette
20.Utah

22-3
21-5
20-5
20-4
23-3
274
24-2
20-6
21-4
21-5
18-6
20-6

-259
252

RIB KNIT
Spring Colors

'Pay Me Or Trade
Me,' Says Palmer

100%

T-SHIRT

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNIT

KNITS

HEAT SET PRINTS

BRUSHED & WASHED DOWN

FASHION

DENIM

LENGTHS
SPORTSWEAR

Iron-On

TRANSFERS
Reg. 93'

59c

Sale

45-6" DOI torn
weign1 gao..v •
dines. Twills, cnino, aid duci.
in 311 new 50r nrl

eng.tris,
blends,
color

FASHION LENGTHS

3

DRESS PRINTS
fas.r
po I yesIer-c t'
'in lovely, son
and patter-s.

52" WIDE

SPRING PATTERNS

each

71.

yARDS 1
FOR

17

-irst quaiitv Artiej. an Ny•
lon in Kni!zeo voiles,
mei' printed Spring

60" WIDE
FASHION
LENGTHS

ZIPPERS
Assorted Colors
& Lengths

POLYESTER KNITS

12 F0,1 00

Super
Savings
at
Big K!
Bel-Air Shopping Center
,-9 Mon.-Sat.
Equal Opplitunity
1-6 Sun.
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of F'reeParlunK
•

75 3 8777

80041E81U60

250
205
188.
18r
169
82
51
36

25

Prices Good
through Saturday

60" Wide

60"
WIDE

790
671
667
616. .

8.Providence

IC

Thorobred Club
Sets Meeting
For Thursday

1,120
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Major Problem In Low Utility Rates For Poor, Elderly Is Someone Has To Pick Up Tab
wilier as part- et its study,of public electric rates, alternate
The study was initiated-at tenet many •of -those meat easternersutilities. The first hearing is methods of rate structuring electflèttyqsage.'
of
rising
levels
by
a
severely affected
the recommendation of
o
mon
int
erviewed
April 15 at Ken- and practices followed by the
-scheduled
special advisory panel named irices,•since data compiled by
PSC and utilities regarding
Carron_ Irt tte_ the pec _inAii•iatadt that the, _after_an-alipearance--bekea.-1111SIXDULYillagel
haal
clause.
•
The hearings will be held the fuel adjustment
report to the governor more elderly pay substantially the Interim Joint Committee
The committee is to report
than a year ago the special - 'higher electric bills than on Public Utilities and across the state as a result of a
Senate resolution enacted by to the Legislative Research
residential Transportation lest week.
Advisory Commission on average
The
committee
will
begin
the 1978 General Assembly Commission no later than
Electric Utility Rates and
public
hearings
ing
ris
on
rates
which called for a study of Aug. 1.
To
Exempt
Wants
Regulation recommended
specific studies of the impact
of electricity prices on low and First Grade Front,Busing
fixed income customers.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)However, the panel said
rates-specifically The superintendent of Jeflifeline
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- crime activity in Kentucky Kentucky people," Bunnell
lower rates for the lowest ferson County's school system A seczet report on organized primarily is in the coal,oil and said.
volume users-might not wants first-grade pupili crime in Kentucky and four gas business. He said it only
However, he said Kenexempted again from the other Appalachian states has recently came to light because tuckians potentially could lose
district's busing program, an been submitted to Gov. Julian of the severe winter.
a lot of money.
aide says.
Carroll's top cabinet official.
"Everybody's going in the "They're usually not there
To Cease Operations
Willie D. Bruce, adJack Bunnell, director of energy field because it looks to loan money," he said.
ministrative assistant to Supt. securities for the state like it may be a way to make a "They're there to get out
Ernest Grayson, said Monday Department of Banking and lot of money," he said.
whatever they can."
the gas meter a publicity
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- that Grayson has been trying Securities, delivered the 30"It looks like they're using
said in an interview
Bunnell
'event.
The Little Sisters of the Poor "for some time" to discuss the page revert _Menday to that the state Banking and the . . . coal here," he said.
i atsked City Atty. Home for the Aged will cease matter with the federal judge
He sakilt
Securities Department has "They find Kentucky atLawton ' a telephone con- operations at its downtown who oversees the county's Cabinet Secretary James
estiblished that mafia tractive from the standpoint
Gray.
week whether Louisville facility in the next desegregation plan.
versation
at least 12 11§- that whatever scheme
lamiliee,fom
Aci
.Gray
_make
refused
the_
the-store Was heing Made an, fevr months.
- U.S:- District Court- Iiidge report public, saying it is cjties are using Kentucky as a '(they're involve-a in) they can
example to encourage comThe Little Sisters of the Poor James F. Gordon has in- "Investigative and con- .base of operations.
use the narne and peddle it
pliance with the cutback.
has operated the nursing dicated.11int he will require the fidential in nature."
elsewhere.
Kentucky
in
found
have
"We
Deep said Lawton answered home since 1869. Parts of the inclusion of • first-graders in
He indicated more material that we are what organized
yes.
building, which houses 135 the busing program next would have to be gathered crime calls a free territory," Bunnell has notified officials
At the commission meeting, elderly persons, are 108 years school year.
before state authorities Bunnell said."In other words, in West Virginia,. Virginia.
however, Lawton said Deep old.
consider possible action on the we have no established mafia Pennsylvania and Alabama,
had "misconstrued" his
The residents probably will
here so any of them can where he said Kentucky
matter.
response.
In the past 29 years, the City "We don't know what to do operate here.
be moved to other Little Sister
authorities have uncovered
"They are an example, but Homes
in
Cincinnati. Colleges of Chicago have with it yet," Bunnell said.
don't attempts by organized crime
we
far,
"So
diand
an
degrees
them
make
33,052
didn't
we
Indianapolis and Evansville, awarded
feel-except in four or five to acquire coal companies and
"Itts so damn involved."
plomas.
esample; they did that Ind.,a spokesman said.
Bunnell said organized cases-that they're taking the coal leases.
themselves," Lawton said.

--FRARKF044,,--Keri-API - each month means another -lathe PfiC,, not-the utilities, to
major problem in group would have to pay determine who would be
A
'
developing lower utility rates higher rates to ensure that the eligible forlower rates.
trtiiity-gets-a-fair-erturn-en-its- The PSC • is conducting -&
study of the feasibility of so:i0mebody else has to pick -up investment.
"It bears on the financial called lifeline rates-the term
the tab, the head of the state
Public Service Commission ability of the utility to do used for lower rates set for low
business," Sturgill said,"so if and fixed income consumers
has said.
I PSC Chairman Barkley you set a rate (a lower rate) who use a minimum of energy.
Sturgill said in an interview then the problem is how can Sturgill said two other states
that setting a lower rate for you equitably distribute (the have adopted a type of lifeline
one group of customers using higher rate) among other rate structure. Kentucky's study should be
.a. minimum number of customers"
Sturgill said it would be up completed by July 1, he said.
kilowatthours of electricity

Secret Report On Crime Made

Gas Service Restored To
Henderson Big K Outlet
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP)The Henderson City Commission has voted to restore
gas service to the pig K
department store after the
tore's mete was. Laken out
last week for violating a
mandatory business hours
reduction order.
The commission voted
unanimously Monday night to
restore service to the store,
which, according to City
Manager Dick Brown, exceeded the city's 60 per cent
mandatory business hours
cutback by four hours.
City workers removed the
gas meter at Big K last Friday
after officials cited the
business, for noncompliance
with the Feb.11 reduction.
The cutback in operating
hours was ordered by the
commission to deal with
severe natural gas curtailments during recent cold
weather.
The commission considered
postponing a decision until its
regular meeting Wednesday
on resumption of Big K's
natural gas service.
However, William Deep, an

K
Big
for
attorney
management, objected to the
delay, saying -Tr-WOUld'be
capricious and arbitrary.
"It doesn't approach the
cepriciotrariepla and An
bitrariness of your client
before the -removal of the
meter," countered City Atty.
L.B. Lawton.
Brown said after the
mandatory reduction of
business hours was announced, Big K submitted a
revised business schedule that
exceeded the limits by four
hours.
Brown said he notified the
store of iti'violation on Feb.
24. He said he had evidence
that Big K refused to operate
under a schedule in compliance with the city's order.
A spokesman at Big K's
corporate headquarters in
Nashville, Tenn., said Friday
that the Henderson store was
in noncompliance with the
city's order, but only after it
determined that local competition was not in compliance.
Deep accused the city of
using Big K as a scapegoat
and called the withdrawal of

This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is made by the Prospectus1.

93A /0
Now you can earn up to

with CREDITHRIFT

(Available In denominations of $100 or more)
4% is payable quarterly
3
4% to 9/
3
Annual interest of 7/
(or monthly on Notes of $5000 or more) or, if the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly
and payable at maturity only. Maturitieftf two,five, or ten
years are available

I

Goodyear Service Store- closed all day Tuesday, March 1st,
for inventory.
Will be opening the doors Wednesday morning, March 2nd,
and will stay opep..till 9:00 PM so you can take advantage of
n hundreds of items.
,dm
taglica
onr a
fo
money-o
this

Super Savings for Four Days. tipe,Efln<

HURRY! QUANTITIES UMITED! FIRST COME FIRST SERVED! SALE ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT!

•GR 70 x 15 Steel Betted
Radial Blemished
•ER 78 x 14 Steel Belted
Radial Blemished
•ER 78 x 14 Polyglas Radial
Blemished

.14 x 6 Crager Mots
Chrome Finish
•15 x 6 Crager SS
Chrome Finish
.15 x Crager SS
Chrome Finish

68.72
57.39
49.39

*30" Tappan White Electric
Range
*30" G.E. Avacodo,
Self-Cleaning Oven
.Tappan Microwave
with defrost

27.95
34.95
35.95

239.00
329.00
289.00
329.00

Effective Annual Interest Rate
id Newest e pod
quarterly or monthly)

10 years
5 years
2 years

NCE
ARA
Y
CLE
TOR
VEN
Biggest in Our History!

Investment Notes

Price: 1004%.

Maturity

GOODYEAR BULLETIN:

9.75%
8.75%
7.75%

(11 vastest ra compounded quarterly and
paid at maturity Orgy)

10.11%
9.04%
7.98%

09'G E
.11" G.E.
.15" G.E.
•15" G.E. Deluxe
.19" G.E.

99.00
109.00
149.00
159.00
169.00

•10" G.E. Portabk
013" G.E. Portable
.19" G.E. Table
•25" G.E. Console
4,15" Zenith Console

249.00
299.00
388.00
599.00
649.00

.6.E. Heavy Duty
1 Speed Washer
*6.E. Heavy Duty, 1 Speed
18 lb. Capacity
*6.1 1 Cycle, Heavy Duty
Dryer

289.00
309.00
189.00

CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes, Series A. are being
issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial, ftfc., a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarity In
consumer finance. credit-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities. The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A. will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, if any.
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT.
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
representative of CFC Investment Inc. who is licensed in
this State. The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or,if you prefer. phone toll-free at800-457-3741 (in
Indiana, 800-742-3784) for a copy of the Prospectus

PHONE TOLL-FREE

800-457-3741
(In Indiana, 800-742-3784)

ID
(
11111117 171 LW/ 11, INC.

1-Tappan Compactor
1-Westinghouse Dishwasher
1-6.E. Harvest Gold Dryer
1-16 cu. ft. Harvest Gold
Refrigerator
1-18 Cu. ft. Avacado
Refrigerator

199.00
189.00
209.00

, *Outdoor Thermometer
.Steak Knives (Set of 6)
.8 ft. Copper Jumper Cables
.1 Gal. Gas Cans
.Spare Tire Cover
.Auto Litter Bin

349.00

750

99G
1.99
1.79
3.88
996

*Westinghouse Washer & Dryer. . .
*6.1 15 Cu. ft. Freezer
*G.E. 25" Console Color LV.
*Zenith Console Stereo
*Zenith 19" 111. & Wh. T.V.

. . 399.00
279.00
499.00
299.00
100.00

399 00
HURRY! QUANTMES UMITED! FIRST COME,FIRST SERVED! SALE ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT!

GOODIVEAR

In Murray.
Ross Wilder,Suite 2 -

Elel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5573
• -••

Enjoy "CREDIT-POWER"with your ow
GOODYEAR REVOLVING
CHARGE ACCOUNT

-

• Gash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
Wenn: •: •
•Our Own Customer CreditPlan'
•Master Charge • BankAmencard • American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
Mgr. R. Cartwright

Store Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 800 p.m. Daily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
721 So. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
16,

753-0696
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Carter Asking For New
Cabinet Department Of Energy
_WASHINGTON (AP) — _diaata.2. tho_natiaa2a_new major enrnprornise aimorl at
President Carter is asking fragmented energy policy and appeasing environmentalists
Congress to form I new should not be viewed as a in Congress who had vowed to
Cabinet Department of solution to energy shortages.
fight any plan that stripped
Energy that administration
"We need both conservation Interior of its leasing
officials say will lodge most of and production if our energy responsibilities.
the government's existing program is tq, be effective,"
Under the President's plan,
energy programs under one Schlesinger told a National other units in the Interior
roof.
Governors Conference lun- Department dealing exCarter planned to send his cheon on Monday as he elusively
with
energy
request to Congress today.
highlighted parts of the development — includirg four
The legislation would President's program.
regional power authorities
abolish the Federal Energy
A key part of the plan, and parts of the Bureau of
Administration, the Energy Schlesinger said, is that it Mines, Bureau of Land
Research and Development leaves with the Interior Reclamation
and
U.S.
Administration and the Department - the primary Geological Survey — would be
Federal Power Commission responsibility for leasing transferred to the new
and transfer their functions to federal lands and the Outer department.
the new _slepartment, along Continental Shelf for energy
It would also take in energy
with parts of seven other development,
programs now contained in
agencies that deal with
But it also gives the new -the Departments of Cornenergy.
---agency a Saki on the rate tit .merce, Housing and Urban
James R. Schlesinger, which these gas, oil and coal Development, Defense and
whom Carter plans to leases ate.tti.be'issuedaolig Transportation, the Security.
. initiOn'alitst
norniniite as-the'
7and Exchange 'Conunilion
'
Secretary of Energy, said the
According to congressional and the Interstate Commerce
move is a -means to coor- sourCeS; this represents a Commission.

Harvey Miller, professor of Parks and Recreation, Middle Tennessee State University,
explains the curriculum of the May Outdoor Recreation Consortium to Richard Cottrell, Recreation Services Section Supervisor at Land Between The Lakes, TVA's
170,000-acre public demonstration area in outdoor recreation, environmental
education, and resource management in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Miller was elected dean of the consortium in_ a recent meeting at Brandon Spring
Group Camp in Land Between The Lakes when instructors from Middle Tennessee
State University, Murray State University, Southern Illinois University, University of Tennessee-Martin, and Western Kentucky University met to plan the skills orientation
program for the 10 day consortium.
This year the central emphasis of the program will include water Safety, canoeing,
backpacking, and ACA carriperaft skills and certification, as well as research and
recreation items-of demonstration in Land Between The Lakes.
{TVA Photo)

Opinion Says Police Blotters Are Open Records mayor
mission from being an ern- University of Kentucky unsalaried
of
FRANKFORT, Ky; i AP)
.=
'The-IOCII-'iOTee blottii" is tiloYe. broffie-er or the- l•orn- ---ColunTunfty--Crsliege systern Burtrenttle - cannot -at ' the
time
could serve on the Min- same
serve
as.
the bread and butter for police
monwealth•
'superintendent of Cumberland
That was in answer to mission.
and fire news in many cities,
The third opinion.said.the County-schools__
and the attorney generatia —whether an employe of—thi_
office has made it clear the
blotter is open to inspection
- under the state Open Records

the proposalwould
consolidate 19 separate
ensrgy programs now scatteed throughout the federal
government, according to Sen.
Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn.,
The information available in
who plans' to introduce the the blotter every day includes
President's bill in the Senate.
citizen complaints and raw
Ribicoff said his Gover- data about police and fire
nmental Affairs Committee- •- department rtins.
will begin hearings on the
Some of the material also
legislation next Monday.
relates to various inCongressional sources said vestigations and suspicions
that issues involved in the without any charges filed at
reorganization are so com- the time.
flex.,-haweyer, that Congress • Asst„ Atty. Gen. Carl Mirfer
will probably take most of the told the Kentucky Post
year before completing work Monday that the police
orythe President's proposal.
department is a public agency
Carter has said he also will and therefore its records are
send Congress around April 20 subject to perusal by any
a_ comprehensive fnergy enffen4heladintanewspaper
policy bill dealing with con- •reporter.
srvation an,dfuel suppliej. _
One-•oxeeption-,--MiLlerl;said,
ZBS News said Monday is- if information involve), an
night it learned , from investigation whose disclo,tire
atthoritative sources that wouldharm the agelicy.
Carter is giving serious
If a police department
consideration to proposing "a feels it necessary to withhold
tax in the range of 25 cents a certain items from public
gallon" on gasoline as part of inspection to protect a police
that comprehensive energy officer or informant, it may do
policy.
so under the statutes), but
Schlesinger declined to the burden • is upon the
respond to an inquiry about custodian to justify the refusal
the report.
of inspection with specificity,"
he said. •''
The -newspaper did not
indicate if the question was
Facilities Inadequate
.„ hypothetical or based on a.
failure to obtain blotter inFRANKFOBT, Ky. ( API _ formation from any police
A study by the University of -departments.
But a source said the Post
Kentucky
_of
College
Agriculture suggests that the has had a longstanding obstate's equine research stacle at Florence in Boone
County, where it has been
facilities are inadequate.
The study, made on behalf unable to see the police
of the Thoroughbred Breeders blotter.
Three other opinions—none
• of Kentucky, recommended
construction' of an additional from the attorney general's
54,320 square feet of research office has the force of
law—were sent in connection
facilities,
a with possible conflicts on dual
"It's
absolutely
disgraceful situation when you PSI
--One saa a trial comthinkwe're right in the heart
of the horse industry and missioner at Henderson could
probably have more at stake at the same time be employed
than anybody else in the by the Henderson County
world," said Albert Clay, a Riverfront Authority as an
director of the breeders' attorney, if both jobs are
performed "with impartiality
group.
Gov. Julian Carroll said last and honesty."
—Another said the statutes
week that he had turned the
prohibit
a
proposal over to the state speedicallY
Council on Public Higher Member of. the Kentucky
Nature Preserves ComEducation.

Special-Savings At Your
Decorating Center

We are now offering 71 different patterns of prepasted
0$ 0
per single roll
for only

Wall Covering..

We have many colors ofLatex
WallPaints and Matching
Latex enamels at

A Special Way To-Serve You
All Through The Month Of March.
Do Your Decorating Early And
Save With Us.

Custom Drapes
Custom Spreads
By Areo
Drapes

20% Off

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642
We have a good selection of towels
and spreads made by Bates.
All first quality.

Wall Paint $765
Latex Enamels-1945

Visit Our Gift Shop For Your Unique Gifts!

•
•
MARAEL LIGHTING FACTORY OUTLET STORE
•
•
IS HAVING A

•
•
•

OVER
STOCKED
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAM

•SALE ENDS THURS. MARCH 3

SAVINGS OF 40% to 70% FROM OUR
REGULAR LOW, LOW PRICES
GINGER JAR
HT. 26'/2"
REGULAR $12 60

$c00
SALE

10

•
•

1
2"
HT. 32/

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

REGULAR $19.95
SALE

1

$ 200

CANE SWAG

HT. 30"

REGULAR $2050
SALE

REGULAR $14 50
SALE

$14°'

$800

HT. 28"
REGULAR $12.00

500

$
SALE

-

HT. 38"

HT. 26"

A

REGULAR
$1 7 95

V

•PINK
•BLUE
•YELLOW

REGULAR $14 95
SALE

$500

SALE
$10
5"

MANY MORE "RED TAG" SPECIALS ON BOUDOIR AND TABLE LAMPS ALSO AT 40% to 70% SAVINGS
MAR-KEL LIGHTING FACTORY OUTLET STORE—ACROSS FROM POST OFFICE PARIS, TENN.

•
•

r
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Local Students In Cast Of MSU Productions
Jana Jones and Barbara have been selected as part of and "After Magritte," two
Kemper of Murray, students • the east of-t3 that will present one-act-farces to be presented
at Murray State University, "The Real Inspector Hound" by the University Theatre
March 3, 4, and 5.
Answer to Monday's Puzzler
CrnAswarr1Puzz1er
Miss Julies, daughter of Dr.
4 Run easily
ACROSS
5 Mature
00100
and Mrs. Donald Jones, is an
11101
The
6 Courage
mamma nnmama
4 Young
elementary education and
7 Climbing
am annainmm mn
sheet)
of.
species
8 Lane
theatre arts major and will
um PIRGIM anima
• 12 Organ of
pePPer
ammn 00111 GOO
8 Dreamily
play the role of Lady Cynthia
hearing
M1151 01
01510101
tpoughttul
13 S shaped
Muldoon in "The Real Inmina antra
9 Ekim
rriettorle-I 0 it it Icontr I
ou snow uualisu
spector
14 Silkworm
Hound."
61150121
11 Possesses
ULM 1.111113(11
I 5 Ventilate
00P0 0001 MO
16 Frivolousness 17 Cypronoid •
daughter of
Kemper,
Miss
0M onannars
I8 Commonplace 9 fish
symbol tor
manna 011011111103
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Kemper,
.20 Cpre.41 1^1
Ilur1071T
Tit
J
drying
100000 OD Maio
22Gocot
Rt. 3, Cadiz and formerly of
;721 (Pother of
24 A continent
Odin
Murray, is a political science
prefix
22Eg,,,pl,an44
Everyone
Discover
25 (abbf
Mental m - '36 lovedaebnk
major and drama minor. She
23
46 Hebrew
Zeus
age
goddess*
month
37
Person
supScorch
26
plays Feliciti" in "The Real
27 Garden tool
Rockfish
46
27 Parts of
pOsed to
29_13aket'5
Inspector Hound."
bring good 47 Farm an,mal
.
body
Product
tuck
413 Japanese
28 European
30 Ayo,d
The two presentations,
sash
38 Clever
capital
49 Negative
444*-sts
32 Obstruct - 29 Dance step 400rinking
written by award-winning
prefix
vessel
30 Vast age
33 Rectal 0,9,1
41 Article
50 Chinese
32 Signifies
writer Tom Stoppard, take a
34 Babkroman
43 Negative
pagoda
33 Flap
satirical
look at society and
elt at
3.
5 Works
9 10 11
5 - 6 -7 'Viii've
:4
.
-i -.
7 3 :
one s trade
the people within to tell the
37 Male
14
17
.777•1 3
story, according to director of4
3-8 Swiss rover
39 Anon
V7' t9.
.
1 t16
13
the performance, Robert E.
- 2-tottrceetes
Johnson, associate prdernior
•''' '
1 20
••• -ina"
ill
44 Go m
speech and theatre,
.
of
47
e tri
15 Rubber tree ..... - - 213
:::::,
..17.7, ..
Schenunp, assistant
52 Musicat in James
,-;-:. 29
r7.---,30
ii 2111
pKument
r
.•.-.professor of speech and
CLea n n_g
l•-.2., ir- . .r.-..44 .
...'
•.."
'
'
"i /7
.
ubstance 17-.C.-threatre, Is heading the
e:
,
54 Large cask
.4'x'
•
..... 38
iii:.,..4
technical crews. Taking stage
55 Emerges
.37
victorious
managing duties is Jacqueline
i':.:•iito
39
;•:.:
..
56 Remain
.....
_
•:,.:.
'
1•:•:
57 Guido 5 high
N. Smith, a senior theatre
45 .16
.•.:. 42 43 '
' 44
-.•
note
':::.:
••
major at Murray State.
...
...--1

DOWN

15

V6

47

48 49

'.

Cnaa
37,
2 F lament
me 55
3 Cnme
scene

',.....:'
.....

i',.....2.:
7.

56

ii:i.

s7 -

ITS SOMETHING
ABOUT 6IOU BITIN6
A TREE...
•

Curtain ' time for the
production is 8 p. m. in the
University Theatre located in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on campus.

•

17

Admission is 22 for tickets at
the door the night of the
performance or by season
ticket.

DO 'ea)
ALWAq5
BITE- TREES?

MISS YOUR PAPER?

ci
cz> HERE BCE
BROTHER
LOU 601 A
LETTER

PUT IT IN THE
2 Notice

AfellitASALI
Saturday, March 5, 1977
10:00 A.M. -- RAIN or SHINE!
At the home of the late 011ie Snow, 2 and onehalf miles South West of 121 highway in Coldwater, Ky. on-Snow Rd. in Calloway Co., Ky. or
1 and one-half miles North East of Browns
Grove-watch for auction arrows.

FARM MACHINERY and EQUIPMENT
GdPEIVI • lutmist)-4.47TiactOk+-OS-Oria-0#14-74terA-14breaking plow; 2 row cultivator; 3 point hitch, pick-up type
1drman ire
ha1it/7 DtailtVtittouiste seed--35.or;
spreader:2 wheel trailer; 4 wheel rubber tire wagon with sides;
caltigadeci _cross 30 ft, kell_propellect elevator,. section hare,
Gibson -5-HP garden tiller; 3 and one-halt HP lawn mower; 2
other mowers; Remington chain saw; approximately 15 milk
carM'hanes; collars; one lot of horse drawn tools; carpenter
tools; garden and hand tools; 25 hens; 2 roosters: I bantam
rooster; chicken brooder.

HOUSEHOLD & ANTIQUES
Small antique wash stand; No. 2 dinner bell; old dresser; old

chiffrobe; antique dresser with beveled edge mirror; pie safe;
odd tables; hand made quilts; old corn sheller; flat irons; Old
charcoal bucket; tea. kettle; P scales; old iron cream separator:
old corn box (Primitive); fruit jars, some blue and dated; glass
ware; some depression; some oldjliKel &e.clds_kends. •
MANY OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.

247-3172, 435-4155
Route 7 - Mayfield, Ky.

received their home-delivered
copy of The Merrily Ledger
Times by 5:30 p. m. Monday.
or
3:30p.m. 3oio
Fridayare

THE EMIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION A6ENCil

days

Se call

•

must be pieced by Op.

week.

days or 1 p. m. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.

Col; Paul Wilkerson & Sons
Real Estate & Auction
Wilkerson. B101194 674-5S23
Frankhn 1. Wilkerson, Broker 674-5580
Dare Maros, Associate 671 5851
:1-3110111=M:001011111=11111:=11011

Our SERVICE _doesn't cost it PAYS
2. Notice

T1-11NK I'LL wA..51THE DISHES
AND TAKE
A BATH,

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger tTimes
Departments
Are As Follows

Beetle Bade
PRAT! I 601 0
0
INVOI.VED 1.4 A/07

PAPERwoRK,MI
COFFEE 60t
CCU,

Mi55
YoL:
Tr4i5 clip IN
"'OUR rIANCoil
A MINUTE

News, Snripty and
753-1918.
-Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Disptay,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 7531916ond 753-7977

If You
Need Them:

Blondie
CAN t HELP IT IF
MOTHER WAS A

LOUSY COOK-A.

Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance . .
Hospital
Emergency . . .
Humane Society

753-1441
753-1621
753-6952
751-4332
753-591

753-3994
Comprehensive
Care ----153-6622
Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Needline
753-NEED
learn To Read
753-2288

I WONDER IF 51-IEVVOuLD REALLY LOVE
TO LIVE
HERE,.

LI'L ABNER
OL_AN;ET is

FTh,ASS, iccoc.. A!-l)
CANTT m Ac-I
C.Ac*T- FLY-7
' r--

C).
FQ0)(1
-

14r

/ix
•

Par
Farmer
besieges

5/0-bulde7 4

John 0. Pasco
5140 Ryan A111101/0
Ca...• 5 p.m.
753-5791

DO YOU blieve the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 7530984. It is not a recording. This is also our
business phone.

BROTHERS FOREIGN
AUTO SERVICE invites
you to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,
or Audi in for prompt
anci courteous service.
Located on Industrial
Road. Call 753-0521.

FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones,217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Walletslow as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
15343035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
"GRAPEFRUIT PILL"
with Diadax plan more
convenient than
grapefruits Eat
satisfying meals and
lose weight. At your
drugstore,

SALE

Special 10% Off

Selected
Gold & Yellow
in the
Kountry Kitchen

Shirts &
Jeans
$200
The Youth Shop

12th & Poplar
"Our 30th Year"

504 Mai

5 Lost And found

lowes, Ky. 674-5523, 674-5659 - Licensed in Ky. & Tenn.'

c•-

BULLETIN!' A LARGE,
WATER MA.INi HAS
BROKEN-- THE CITY HAS
SHUT
OFF THE
WATER
SUPPLY

TAX SERVICE

6. Help Welted

Stark's Hardware

•

NANCY

FOR
MARY
KAY
Cosmetics call Sonya
Futrell, 753-4505.

Ends March 7th

between 5.30 p.m. end 6 P. 0.,
moeday.Friday, or 3.30 P. m.
sad 1 p. m. Saturdays, to insure
delivers ottbe misrommer.tells

AVON
,
Sell beautiful products - you'll find you
never looked so good.
No
experience
necessary. Call 7535750 or write Glenda
Duke, Box 3247,
Paducah,Ky.42001.

•

(1972 Custom Ford 6 cylinder long wheel base pick-up truck
with sides only 16,000 actual miles.).
" Mrs. Fannie Snow, Exectx.

Subscribers who have not

2 Notice

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
_ and regular display;
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
. All
classifieds must be
subtnitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.

NOTICE\ - SPECIAL
drawings every
weekend at Ky. Lake
Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a Winner.
For information call 502436-8806.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE
7534333.

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK!

FOUND A SMALL brown
Terrier dog. Near
Lyruihurst Resort. Call
436-2345.
LOST TWO year old black
Doberman Pinscher off
Highway 732. Chain
choke collar. Answers to
Max. Call 436-5414.
Reward.
LOST BROWN leather
billfold around MSU
Fieldhouse on Friday
night the 18th. Please
call Tammy Boone, 7535636.

Golden Delicious

Apples

$2.50 IMAM
Cool
I, Ice

Murray

6 Help Wanted

4011S. 4t6 Street

One
SALE:
FOR
miscellaneous disc
jockey? Please don't
take too seriously what
Jay Diamond, WKYQ
personality,
morning
says on the radio during
his show 5 a.m.-10 a.m.
Unfortunately, Jay
sometimes gets carried
away and says things he
shouldn't. The fact that
the country music
association in Nashville
last year voted him
America's leading
country disc jockey is no
reason for him to think
he can expound on
anything, but he does
anyway. Two good
features about his show
are Howard Cosell at
7:25 a.m. and Paul
Harvey at 7:30 a.m.
WKYQ-FM93. The
station Murray has been
waiting for (except
Jay
maybe
not
Diamond, but you have
to take the bad with the
good).

Check
Your •
Ad

LADIES - Would you like
a private home fashion
showing and receive
free fashions or a part
time job with high
earnings? Call 1-2478935, 1-623-8885 or 901885-9150.
H.O.D.A. HOUSE of
Decorative Accessories
Wanted - women looking
for
exeiting
and
rewarding career in the
decorating field. No
experience necessary.
We train high school
graduates. Part time or
full time. For more
information write Sylvia
Hulen, Manager, 715
Oakcrest Drive,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
WANT
RELIABLE
W oman
for
housekeeping and being
partially responsible for
care of 5 year old and
infant. 2-8 days per
week. References
required. Call 753-8760.
$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARETIME! Unbelievably, excitingly
easy!
Send
selfaddressed and stamped
, envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
BABYSITIER wanted in
or around Hazel, Ky.
Call 492-8849.

arr .40• -

for
HOUSEKEEPER
resort. Call 436-5376.
EASY MAILING work
from your home. Earn
from $75-$200 ,weekty.1
For information send
stamped self addressed
envelope to Edwards
Publication Co. 391 East
149th Street, Bronx,
N.Y. 10455.

ir

FULL TIME bookkeeper
with
previous experience recording cash
receipts and disbursement *mat genentlledger and payroll. Send
r'euine
w 1 fi
qualifications to Box
32W, Murrat.___,
EXPERIENCED
MECHANIC.
Apply
Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center, 7th
and Maple St.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
10 Business Opportunity
WANTED AUTOMOBILE CleanUp and detail man. If
you're good - give me a
call. Excellent opportunity for right man.
Call Humboldt, Tenn.
901-784-2002.
13. For Sale Or

Trade

1969 10 x 50 BUDDY
mobile home. Will
consider taking car,
truck or van on trade.
Call 753-6763.
14.want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN ana
foreign. Also-,old gold.
Call 753-9232.
WILL BUY Standing
timber. Large or small
tracks. Top prices paid.
Up to $400 per thOusand
b.f. for clear white oak
20" and above. Pay cash
or work on shares. Will
also buy logs. Call (502)
753-2359, call collect.
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked • cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
15. Articles For Sale
TOBACCO STICKS for
sale. Call 489-2126 or 4354263.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
PENTA TREATED
lumber I" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also
treated poles 8' through
20'. Murray Lumber
Company, 104 Maple,
Murray.
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, economical,
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.WHITES COINMASTER
5 Supreme
metal
detector. $210. Also
exclusive dealer in West
Ky. and Tenn. for new
Nautilus Super .detectors. Call Bob Mills, 4362415.

v

k

.0•!'
4

Advertis•rs
ore
requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
corr•crion
This
newspoper will be
responsible for only
one incorreft insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
'ERROR

1

Public Notice
The Murray Planning Commissjon will hold a
Public Hearing on the rezoning of Loretta Jobs
property at 1200 Sycamore St. This is a new
rezoning request, in that it excludes the property
at 1202 Sycamore St. which was previously included. The request is to rezone this property
from R-2 (Residential) to P.O. (Profession Office). All interested parties are invited to attend
this meeting, which will be held Tuesday March
15, at 7:00 p.m.,in the City Hall Bldg.
W. A. Franklin, Chairmen
Steve lee, Resident Planner

1
1
,

4

R1

1

K1

01
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15. Articles For Sale
FREE!
WHOLESALE
Jewelry Catalog! Exclusive Designers'.
Collections! Bargains
galore!
Box
1824,
Celveland, Ohio 44106.
EAR CORN FOR SALE.
Cali 753-8787.
-

WOOD FOR SALE, Oak
or Hickory. $12.50 rick
delivered. Call 437-4731
or 437-4346.

19. Farm Equipment
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for
spring.
AgriProducts has them. Call
753-2958.
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870.
7000 FORD TRACTOR,
one year old, 375 hours.
Sharp. Call 4354520.

SALE - CHAINSAW
CONTACT WEST KY
chains, xs" or 404 pitch.
Grain
Handling
Enough for 12" bar,
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
345-2633 for Farb Fan
bar, $10.95. Wallin
-Hardware, Paris, Teurr- Dry
Pre-Season Discount
thrpugh.Febuitaly
___ .
lb Home f urmshings
COUCH,CHAIR,and love
seat. Two end tables and
coffee table. $150. 23"
color console, $125.
Stereo, $100. All in good
condition. Call 437-4155.

20 Sports Equipment
1L2 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.

KROEHLER
EARLY
14' FIBERGLASS BOAT
American wing back
and trailer, with 18 h. p.
couch. Three cushions.
Evinrude trolling motor,
Light tan with dark
depth finder and all
brown figures. Chair,
other equipment. Call
light tan. Both in very
489-2394.
good condition. Call 7534698.
- • 16' SWISS Six ski boat. 90
h. p. Johnson, trailer,
REFRIGERATOR, 17 Cu.
skis and all gear. $1100-.
ft. 2 door. Couch and
Call 753-2248 after 6 p.
chair. Portable T. V.,
m.
black and white, with
stand and antenna. Call
22 Musical
753-7475.
CONRAD'S PIANOS KENMORE 30" electric
Organs, Kimball and
stove. Good condition.
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
Call-4374631.
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
OFF WHITE COUCH Kentucky,
753-1424,
-very
nice. Can
be bought
__
OlYmPiC.Plaza, Murray.
_
for less than having
Ky.
yours recovered. Phone
753-5402 evenings, 75324 Miscellaneous
3456 days.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
KIRKSEY USED furmade any size for anniture. Buy and sells.
tique beds or campers.
Call 489-2752.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
ELECTROLUX SALES
Phone 1-443-7323.
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
26. TV Radio
day or night.

1

M X 3E"X IC 3/Ia
27 Mobile Home Sales
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM,
set up. Furnished, with
air and underpinned.
$2500. Call 753-3847.
1971 TORONADO 12 x 52,
2 bedroom, partially
furnished. $3500. Call
,
753-0626.

nu NEW

I Want To Rent
FURNISHED HOUSE or
trailef"In the country.
Call 436-2430.
32 Apartments For Rent
THREE
ROOM
APARTMENT
furnished
near
the
University. $100 a month
including utility. Call
753-1976.
THREE ROOMS with
private bath. Water,
stove and refrigerator
furnished. 213 Elm. Call
436-2610 or 898-3216.
TWO BEDROOM fur:
nished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
o in. M-E
33. Rooms For Rent

"ANOTHER CABINET MEE-TING,
'PROBABLY."
43 Real Estate
LOTS- LOTS- LOTSWe still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in price
of lots. Prices start at
$3,300. Some wooded lots
still available. Owner
will
finance
with
minimum
down
payment. Guy Spann
Realty, 101 Sycamore,
--753-7724.
NICE
OLDER
two
bedroom frame home in
central part of town.
Has been recently
redecorated inside and
painted on the outside.
Ideal for a retired
couple or young couple
just
starting
housekeeping.
Priced
under $10,000.00. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
-Mato StFeet, Phone 7530101 or 753-5921.

ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.

Manager Needed

•

GOOD BORDER Cothe
dog. 15 months old. Call
492-8651.

Chits idool for gardening or
Need Room? Ntre's u. sun
playing. Nome has erne row for 1.1. or Stedy. New Unversity
$34,000.
Tow choice We hose two bows with 2 awl 3 acres. One ow
Potterrown end sae ow New Concord. Both in very livable cow
ditto.. Priced it $17,000 & $15,000. Get a Wow on spring • Ivy
today!
Investors • 103 S. 8th Strait has Wine and apt. rents for $135.
Near hospital. Take a Wok.

cherry Corner • Take a Nob at this 3 bedroom brick how on 3
saes. Lots of trees wake it pretty. Also his double car garage.
Call for appointment

Wilson

Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.
202 5.4th ft.

BARGAIN PRICED on a
good home on a quiet
residential street. Home
is well constructed and
insulated. 2 bedrooms,
bath, living room and
kitchen. Also outside
storage building. Priced
at only $12,750.00. Don't
delay. Call us today on
this excellent buy. Call
753-1221 Kopperud
Realty.

Monne: 753-3243

Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc
202 Swint 4th Street
Phone 753-3263

43 Real Estate
RC:ikLTOos

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531051

PANORAMA SHORES nice 3 bedroom, 1 bath
frame home on North
Skyline Drive With
electric wall heat,
carpeting and hardwood
-floors. Nice lakevtew
home in
excellent
condition. Call 753-8080
or come by 105 N. 12th.,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
BY OWNER - 5 acre mini
farm with nearly new
modern brick home, 8
miles from }s Lake on
ApHighway
94.
prbxunately 251/0 A. if;
living area, plus large 2
car
garage
and
workshop. This home
has many appealing
appointments that must
be seen to appreciate.
Phone after 6 p m. for
appointment. 753-2957.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Alm.) on blacktop •
road. Call 7534418.
45 Farms For Sale
10 ACRE FARM for sale.
Four miles South 41'121.
Three bedroom stucco
house, stock barn, hog
parlor, an under hog
fence. Call 753-0978 if
-interested. •
46 Homes For Sale
BUY DIRECT from
owner and save. Circarama Subdivision,
large 3 bedroom, 2' bath,
living-dining
room,
large paneled den with
fireplase, double
garage, equipped kitchen, drapes, Pella
windows, and doors,
large private patio,
- entrance garden on
large landscaped lot.
Fully carpeted, large
closets throughout,
central gas heat and air
Conditioning, beautiful
condition
For appointment call 753-1206,
Downing.
TWO ACRE LOT with 4
room house plus a 1967
12 x 64, two bedroom
trailer. Call 492-8746.
OWNER MOVING out of
Three bedroom
home, good location.
Nice large lot. Call 7531961.
IN SHERWOOD Forest, 3
bedroom brick with 2'1
baths,
den
with
fireplace, formal dining
room, large living room,
half basement, Call 7538138 after 4 p. m.

43. Real Estate

We 5E11 Murray

51. Services Offered

NEW FOUR BEDROOM,
2'i bath house. Has
formal dining room,also
breakfast room. Large
den with fireplace, and a
double garage. Call 7533903 to see this new
home.

1972 K-5 BLAZER 4 wheel
drive. $2900. Call 4892570.

FENCE SALES
AT
SEARS now. Call DIM&
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

47 Motorcycles

THREE
BEDROOM
brick in Sherwood
Forest has 2 lovely
34. Houses For Rent
baths, dining room with
beautiful chandelier,
NEWLY DECORATED 2
family
room
with
bedroom house, located
fireplace, wall to wall
on a lake front lot in
carpet in all rooms,
Pine Bluff Shores. No
built-in kitchen with one
children
or
pets.
wall brick. Central heat
References
required.
air, attached
and
$135 month. Call 753-' garage, large utility
8355.
room which could be
used as study. Priced in
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
FIVE ROOM house for 2
SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
30's. Kopperud Realty,
and save. We have the
people. No pets. Good
753-1222.
500 Maple Street. Free
lowest prices on all
references. Call 753attachment
with
hose
Zenith TV's. Shop
7449.
EXTREMELY, efficient,
the purchase of every
arOund and compare.
attractive large house
upright. Rebuilt
Sisson's Zenith Sales,,
with apartment; near
vacuums starting at
36 For Rent Or lease
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
schools; appraised
$45.00. We rebuild your
FOR LEASE - Building,
$55,000. Owner leaving
vacuum for $29.95. Call
21 Mobile Home Sales
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
town. Will consider best
753-0359. Mike Hut753-5881.
offer before March 7.
chens.
1973 TOWNHOUSE, 12
Call 753-9710 after 3 p.m.
x 72, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
19. Farm Equipment
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
living - room, den with
JUST ON THE Market ...
retail store building on
bar, all electric, fully
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
south
80 acres - 30 in corn this
side
court
square
436-5455_
carpeted.
Call
needs. Call AAA Fence'
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
past
season
with
Supply Co., 1444-6865,
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247potential of 18 more
Paducah, Ky.
1969 HOUSE TRAILER,
2833.
being-tillable. 3 bedroom
12 x 65. Call 753-7490.
frame home built in 1969
38 Pets Supplies
HESSTON HAY DAY on
with central heat,
March 4, is your op- 1966 10 x 56 TRAILER,
commercial well. Less
AKC REGISTERED
portunity to get all
porch, air condition,
than $400 an acre... We
German
Shepherd
answered
questions
underpinning and
also have a country
puppies,
male
1
and 2
Hesston
about
furnished. Price been
• home with 2 bedrooms
female. $50. Call 753Stakhands and Round
reduced. Call 753-5287 or
with potential of 4
2329.
Balers. Also Hesston
753-0839.
bedrooms, has been well
manure spreaders and
maintained with apBEAUTIFUL red male
forage harvestors. MOBILE HOMES and
pliances and carpeting.
Cocker. /WC registered.
Come see us on March
2L2 acres with pony lot,
mobile home spaces for
Seven months old. Call
4th. That's A & I Ford
strawberry patch and
rent, at Riviera Courts.
753-8864.
Supply in Paris, Tenn.
fruit trees. Ideal for
Call 753-3280.
young marrieds or
AKC REGISTERED
retirees. Priced in
Collie pups. Sable and
teens.. Exclusive
white. Four males and 2
listing. Loretta Jobs
Salaried position, Bonus Plan, Company Paid Infemales. Call 498-8231.
Realtors, 753-1492.
surance.
Apply In Person Only To
WANTED
REGISTERED male
Boxer for stud service.
Call 436-2699.

See Richard Parker

49 Used Cars E. Trucks

MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.

MOON mobile
home, 12 x 70, all
electric, 1% bath. Call
753-4548 after 5 p.m.

EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electricyheat and central
air;,„ )28 x 32. heated
workshop. New 4" peep
Watar-pipe 104111
acres. All within 2 years
old. BeautifuLlocation. Call after 6 p. m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.

46 Homes For SAip

From now on Loretta lobs
Realtors does all the work.
like helping you work out
a realistic price. Screening
prospects to save you the
time and effort Suggesting a
source for mortgage funds
and helping arrange financing, if necessary.
So if you're thinkin't„, of
buying or selling real estate,
call Loretta lobs Realtors first. Shell give you the best
advice and fairest treatment
in town.
Loretta lobs Reahors is
quickly
becoming
a
houseSOLD word. Dial 7531492 now
woodman Bldg.

TWO
BEDROOM
FRAME house in Lynn
Grove area. Fully
carpeted, built-in appliances. Call 435-4428.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, den and dining
room, exmllent condition 1702! College
Farm Road, price been
reduced. Call P53-5287 or
753-0839

1975 ELECTRIC minibike. Ride all day for
penn-t-es-,-- Charge.
overnight. Ideal for
,.c.usinuiting-tqlcagn-ak.te
classes. Priced to sell.
Call 753-6564.
1975 HONDA CB-550.
Excellent- condition.
Only 1500 miles. Call
' after 4 p. m. 753-3143.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
49. Used Cars 8 Nicks
1968 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille. All power,
temperature control.
Everything works good
and ha.s good tires.
$950.00. Phone 354-6217.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.
1952 G. M. C. PANEL
truck. Good motor, good
tires, needs pressure
plate,$150.00. Phone 7537777 after 4 p. m.
1968 CHEVY PICKUP 6
cyl. straight shift, with
tool box. Low miles in
good condition. $875.00.
Phone 354-6217.
1957 FORD PICKUP with
camper, $295. 1968 Ford
LTD. $350. Call 489-2595
1972 BUICK SYTCLARK,
low mileage, sharp. Call
489-2462.

FOR SALE: 1974 Vega
GT wagon, 4 speed, air,
excellent
condition.
$1195.00 guaranteed.
Call 753-3704.
1975 DODGE 1,2 ton
pickup. Four speed, V-8,
club cab, still under
warranty.
Perfect
condition. $401)0, or
nearest offer. Call 4365628.
1971 BUICK ELECTRA,
1973 V. W. Squarebac
$1200 each or best offer.
Call 753-3465 after 4.
1974 DODGE CHARGER,
excellent _condition. All
power, 318 two- barrel,
automatic, cruise
control, rear window
defroster. Factory Rally
wheels. Call 753-7947 or
753-8182.

1972 DATSUN truck.
$1395. Call 753-3704 or
753-2212
1963
PLYMOUTH
VALIANT. Six cylinder,
25 mpg. Very good
condition. $275. Call 7530329.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 7534827 or 753-9618.
GLASS REPAIR and
repterementlarlionag&L_
autos - stores M and C.
Complete Glass,
5,
Building '
Shopping
Dixieland
Center. Phone 753-0180.
-- ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those submit
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
TAXES PREPARED.
Will pickup information
and return completed
form to your home or
office. Call Jim
Fitch,.
753-9799.
WINDOWS WASHED and
_gutters cleaned.. Call ,
753-5320
for
free

FAIN'S
ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential;
mobile home-hookup
and service. Licensed.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.

1969 OLDSMOBILE Delta
PAINTING interior and
ELECTRIC
88, brand new. Call 753- 'COLSON
exterior. Texture ceiling
AND Plumbing. (lent
8533 or 435-4325.
and sheetrock finishing..
ro.
Colson, licensed elecCall Ralph Worley, 753trician and licensed
1973 FORD MAVERICK
0708.
master
plumber.
Alm°.
metallic green, V-8,
Ky. 753-8549.
power steering, air.
NEED TREES cut,
Four doof, 34,000 actual
firewood, land cleaeing....._
INSULATION BLOWN in
miles. $1850. Call 437carpenter work or right
by Sears save on these
4786 after 4:30. •
hauling. Call 753-4707.
high heat and cooling
bills.
Call
Doug
Taylor
1972 IMPALA COUPE.
at 753-2310 for free
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Excellent mechanical
estimates.
Care. Steam clean one
condition. Good tires.
Air and power. $1000.
room at 8 cents per sq,
CARPET LAID at $125
Call 753-7508.
ft. and 'we will clean the •
per yard. Expert workhallway free, limit 4 x
manship. Guaranteed„ 6
10. A 10' x 10' room
months. Call Ray 4361976 FORD 150, 4 wheel
would only be $8.00. Call
2124 or Bob 436-2415.
drive, red with power
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
steering and_ b_rakes____
Call 492-8269 after 6 p.m.
WET BASEMENT? We
GENERAL BACKHOE
make wet basements
work, white gravel,
dry, work completely
"bank gravel. Call 43650 Campers
guaranteed. Call or
2306.
write Morgan Con16' TRAILER, camper.
struction Co., Route 2,
53 Feed And Seed
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
GRASS HAY for sale. Call
15' CAMPER - sleeps
night 442-7026.
753-5701.
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 753-4015 or 753LICENSED
ELECJAP SEED. Call 435-4426.
8300.
TRICIAN prOnig- ef_ Terrell Tidwell.
ficient service. NO job
51. Services Offered
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605-,
54. Free Column
- -- FOR 'A FREE estimate
FREE - HALF grown
No otter do ii vooroorl method
on all stump removal
persian cat. Black and
cleans carpets as
Contact K and S Stump
white. Female. Sweet
EASILYand loving. Call 753-3635
Removal, 435-4343 or
t
•4 •
se ooes a
• '•
753-9490.
after 5:00.

RENT RINSENVAt
DO,

1976 GMC
ton. Heavy
Duty springs and tires.
Must sell. Best offer.
Call 753-4716.

DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. C-all Mark Bucy.
753-8381.

EXPERT BUILDING
remodeling -- one
cabinet ti) complete
home - 'planning to
completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.

C

of P

a

E FFECTIVELY

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

ECONOMICALLY., •,• ea,
'•os.,:aLs 00 ar
a -a,'or 0,1"e cosi
L,P
•
01- g0011

1.
Lk.

$425.00 up, floored, ready to use Also precut you halt es
low as $300.00. I i $ up to 21 i 60 stondard, hat will preset
any size needed Bey
best for Nes.
-CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE SUILDINGS 753-04$1
4

Rent tor.orny $1200 a day
Bel-Air Decor Store

1975 CUTLASS Supreme.
2 door coupe, 24000.
miles. Power windows,
door lock's, trunk locks.
AM-FM tape. Cruise
control, $4200 firm. Call
753-8730 or if no answer,
753-6965
1972 DODGE .DART
Swinger, IL cilinder
automatic, good. cOndition. $1250. Call 4892156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
rn:
-1976 BUICK REGAL
Landau sport 'coupe.
Like new. Sport yheels,
stereo tape player, air,
power, white wall steel
radials. Bought new by
riwrieir.• I.ot of other
extras.' Call 753-6784
1970 V. W. Beetle, AM-FM
cassette, low miles
Excellent condition
Extra nice. $1,000. Call
753-8216
1975 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive. Short wheel
base, power steering
and brakes. Black with
maroon interior - Call
489-2737 after 5. p.m. •

lel Mr (•••••• 753 3647

GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for-.fie estimates. •,
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
p. in -

A garden spot, a concrete floored, fenced dog
pen: a 22' x 24', with fireplace, family room;
three bedrooms; formal dining; carpet; drapes;
built-ins in kitchen; three miles from Murray'
Who could ask for any more? $35,000.00.

WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
S
.

ELECTROCUX SALES
and service l('all Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760.
day or night
1.1tENSE
El, E C TRIcIAN and gas installation
will
do
plum tang, beating and
-cwer cleaning Call 753.

FOR

VOUR
TANK and

SF:PT IC

backho
ssork needs call .John
Lane Phone ,- .53-8669 hr
436-2586.

1971 DATSUN, 4 door, 4
speed, good condition. 'PAINTING AND PAPER
Call 436-2427.
hanging, interior or
exterior, by the hour or
CHEVROLET
job Free estimate
BY OWNER -3 bedroom, 1973
pickup. 32,000 miles, V-8
Phone 753-8343.
attached garage,garden
automatic, power
spot, apple trees, shade
steering, power brakes
CUSTOM HAY bailing
trees on 641 South. Will.
See at 703 South 4th
and custom combining.
accept offers. Call 753Street.
('all 75.3-8090.
6154.

1
10

I ko to do our own thirw.. wall a tuitist:the large, older home in Hazel. Kr'rrtu ks for only
$11,000 (Ni and fix it up to suit your List' .Alrearl),
has ricwsortie
plurribirw and parti rib'
A cup ila all. the special touch
within a mile of the r its limits. L(4111110.1",
,on properis and two- outbuildings is this fivc
acres if land for onls ..±..-i00 00 Ideal location ft
rnt.bile home or consider this for the site of- ih.•
new house ‘ou plan to build
your business a always appreciated at ROBERTS RIALTI

aloft, 01,.••••

412 Sou.

P5<1.•

'Si 165,
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I Deaths and Funerals I
J. D. Rowlett, Jr. - Rites Wednesday
Dies Monday; Was for Mrs. Gillespie
The funeral for Mrs. Carl
Former Murrayan ,( Helen)
Gillespie of Murray

Conversion Planned
At Kentucky State

ko.

Conn said the personal
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The youngsters will come and contacts are an effort "to
the adults will go under the reduce the • trauma and
Word has been received- of Route Five, Crappie Hollow
--conversion-of Kentucky State disruption" of the change.
the death of Jefferson Davis area, will be held Wednesday Hospital Danville. _
He outlined these plans:
•
at
J. D. Rowlett, Jr.; of at 11:30 a. m. at the chapel of
—Each Kentucky State
Resources
Human
Parsons ' Mortuary, Secretary Peter Conn said patient will be evaluated in
Tampa, Fla., formerly of the
the
Murray, who died there early Muncie, Ind., with burial to
Monday the switchover ' is coming months to determine
_Monday _morning at a nursing follow in the Elm Ridge
the most appropriate of the
targeted for Aug.L.
home at the age of 85.
Cemetery there.
As envisioned by Social three state hospitals for
Mr. Rowlett was a member
Mrs. Gillespie, age 48, died
Services Commissioner Jaok placement.
of the First Baptist Church of suddenly Saturday at 7:25 p.
—Between now and July 1,
Lewis, juveniles from age 13
Murray, a member of the m. at her home. She and her
to 17 will receive day treat- 78 patients will be discharged
Knights Templar, a volunteer husband had been residing
ment, vocational education from Kentucky State as their
in World War I, and a retired 'here for about a year after his
and rehabilitation and be therapy is finished.
salesman. Born September 15, retirement from his work at
—About 125 patients needing
housed in group homes.
1891, at New Concord, he was Muncie, Ind.
The day treatment will continued hospital care may
the son of the late J. D.
Survivors are her husband,
provide schooling for as many be transferred to Western
Rowlett and Leuona McElrath Carl Gillespie, Murray Route
as 50 youths with emotional or State Hospital in Hopkinsville.
Rowlett. .
Five; one sister, Mrs.
-•
—Some 100 elderly patients
other problems that keep
..$ al survivors include one Margaret McMullen, and
to be shifted to
from attendinga ncirtqat_ge expected
.
brother, John 'M. Rowlett, three brothers, Gordon, them
school.
the former tuberculosis
Poplar Street, Murray, and a Russell, and Donnie -Swartz,
The project will provide hospital at-Glasgow.
(halitirother,, Tom W.Itowlett, all of Muncie_Ind.
temporary care for 40 truants,.
acute
Oakdale Drive, Murray. He is
runaways or those with psychiatric patients will be
survived by his wife, Mrs. Era
behavior problems,who are transferred to Eastern State
CONTEST PARTICIPANTS—Students who participated in the Kentucky State Solo and Ensemble Contest at Murray State
Smith Rowlett, 1210 East
committed to state care.
Hospital at Lexington. • — 'University Saturday included, front rOw, left To right,
RachaetYancy, Jana Cooper,XrIsti Eldridge, Melissa Brinkley, Karen
Giciens Avenue, Tampa, Fla.,
Four group homes will be
Conn said he is freezing all
Bynum, Laura fones, Anita Underhill, Tamr% Turner, and Rick Spann. Second cow, Donna Beach, Susan Snyder, Karen
four step daughters, Claudia
grounds
of hirings at Eastern, Western,
established on the
Milbv, Angelia Manning, Ann Sante, Sagdy Hutson, Irene S(unson, laDonne Roberts, Jana Hopkins, and Debbie
Kirby, Plant City, Fla.,
Mickley.
the Danville hospital for as Hazelwood and Oakwood state
Back row, Anita Vance, Sherrie Robertson, Cindy Brandon, Valerie Edwards, Lisa Mathis, Mary Strode, Jill Raspberry, BarBessie, Houston, Texas,
many as 32 youngsters for an hospitals—plus
Human
bara Hooks, Rita Hendricks, Marilyn McKerrrle, Patricia McKenzie,and Tammy Smotherman.
Walker,
Margaret
St.
average of six months.
Resources hiring for the 19
Petersburg, Fla., and Mildred
Wilson Gantt, dean of adStaff Photo by David Hilt
The vocational education counties around Danville—so
Walker, Tampa, Fla.; one missions and registrar at
and rehabilitation would be current Kentucky State
step son, Carl Walker. Clinton, Murray State University, has
mainly for about 40 dropouts employes can be given
Md., six step grandchildren: been installed as the newto 17, both on and off preference for job openings.
ages-T5
"tu'o step great grandchildren. president of the Southern
the hospital grounds.
The decision to close
The funeral will be held Association of Collegiate
Conn said Kentucky State , Kentucky State Hospital was
Thirty two students from the music
with Jana Hopkins in a clarinet and
Wednesday at four p. m. at the Registrars and Admissions
Xristi Eldridge received a rating of
patients and their families are made list year The 1976 department of Calloway County High
flute duet to receive another superior
F. T. Blount Funeral Home, Officers (SACRAO).
good.
being contacted about the General Assembly did not School participated in the Kentucky
rating.
5101
Avenue,
Nebraska
He took office for a one-year changes to eliminate or fund the hospital for the next
The senior girls ensemble of 15 girls
State Solo and Ensemble Contest at
Receiving superior ratings on their
Tampa, -Fla. Masons will term last week at the conthe freshmen girls ensemble of 12
and
and confusion.
reduce
doubt
years.
two
fiscal
Murray State University Saturday.
vocal solos were Melissa Brinkley,
serve as pallbearers and the clusion of the 30th annual
girls both received superior ratings on
He also said every effort will
Conn said patient adThree ensembles and six soloists
Laura Fones, Rachael Yancy, Jana
Knights Templar will conduct meeting of SACRAO in
their performances.
be made to find other jobs for missions to such hospitals are received superior ratings.
Cooper, and Tammy Turner. Excellent
services at the graveside at Atlanta.
About'
400 the 500 employes now at the declining. Under stricter
1.aDonne Roberts received a superior
ratings were received by Rick Spann,
Band director is Terry Goodwin and
the Hillsboro Memorial representatives of the 512
facility.
federal standards for mental rating on her clarinet solo and joined
Karen Bynum, and Anita Underhill.
Dan McDaniel is choral director.
Cemetery there.
institutions in an 11-state area
Conn confirmed what has hospitals, it would cost too
attended
the
three-day been rumored since his off- much to renovate the Danville
meeting', which had as its
the-record talks with local facility, he said.
theme "Humanizing the officials last week at Danville
Profession."
and Glasgow.
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le sent to the state
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — lessened , 'tension. Demon- demonstrations since the first locations, were conspicious by
In Franklin Court_
Ira (Pete) JphThf Louisiana, Mississippi, North _.hospitals
Jefferson County Police-Chit-1- strations,.marches, have been lardbusing in 1975.
- their absence.
Kirksey Route One died Carolina, South Carolina, Lexington and Hopkinsville.
Conn said as many as 200
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Russell
McDaniel says down."
For the most part, the 125
Monday at nine p.m. at the Tennessee, Texas, and
Police used tear gas several
pupil
"rap Community
involvement times last fall to break up riot-equipped police downtown
Benton Municipal Hospital. Virginia. Mexico is also a part employes at Kentucky' State The state of Kentucky has organized
could be used to staff the filed suit in Franklin Circuit sessions" has caused racial has been stressed and many 'unruly
He was 86 years of age.
crowds. Butthe crowds on Saturday remained out of
of the association.
juvenile programs at Dan- Court to collect more than tension
here
to
ease parents have added input, and weren't as large last year as in sight of the crowd. And when
The deceased was a retired
Gantt, a Calloway County
farmer and a member of the native, became registrar and ville, with the others "given 8178,000 in fees allegedly owed significantly since massive that has helped voo, Gatewood 1975. And the marches held the crowd passed a small
United Methodist Church. head of the admissions office priority hiring opportunities" by former Knott County Clerk school busing began in 1975.
almost monthly have drawn group of officers holding long •
Dillis Combs.
Although sporadic inter- "Let's cool it, calm down, fewer and fewer protestors.
night sticks across their
Born April 2, 1889, he was the in 1963 after three years as a in other state facilities. •
State
Revenue
Conn and other Human
Com- racial fights still occur in that's 'been the spirit,"
son of the late Dan Joseph and. supervising teacher and four
That was demonstrated chests, some protestors joked
Resources officials plan to missioner Maurice Carpenter some schools,they are blamed Gatewood said.
Lucy Pugh Joseph.
during the weekend, when with them — in stark contrast
years as director of College
Members of his department Union Latior Against Busing, to previous marches whenMr. Joseph is survived by High School. He is also a meet with Kentucky State said Comb.;resigned the office on only a handful of troubleone daughter, Mrs. Hilda former principal of Fulton employes today at Danville to about a month ago, but added makers. Generally, McDaniel visit schools and spend at least led by moderate Jack Shore, police were heckled and
advise them of job alter- that Combs was removed says, racial tension in the one day a week in high schools sponsored
Parks, Murray Route Seven; City High School.
a march in cursed.
natives and a similar session from the post automatically schools, and in the com- "working with committees, downtown LOuisvWe.
two sons, Wavil Joseph,
The
He will preside during the will be held at Glasgow.
when convicted of forgery last munity,"just isn't what it was staff, students and the prin- group
Benton Route Three, and 1978 SACRAO meeting in San
had permission for 3,000
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month.
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cipal."
Willie Wade Joseph, Kirksey Antonio, Texas,'in February
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Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
"There's
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question,
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Antibusing leaders have 200 showed up.
Route One; nine grand- of next year. SACRAO,
355.4, up 0.3. '
students ind parents are able changed in their aPProachis
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great through annual conferences,
They carried the familiar
Below dam 311.4, up 1.6.
to express themselves and too. They have urged signs and placards
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vent
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frustrations"
in
protestors to be peaceful, and chanted "Hell no we won't up 0.1. •
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tivities, directs its attention to
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Funeral services will be the exchange of ideas of
past.
Below dam 319.8, up 1.0.
The principals talk to police been used to break up Police,
held Wednesday at one p.m. at common interest and to the
except in a few
Sunset 5:50. Sunrise 6:28.
Expanded eligibility in the submit BEOG applications for parents. Rumors are put to
the chapel of the Linn Funeral professional development of
rest.
Educational
Op- next year inunediately.
Home, Benton, with the Rev. its members, according to Basic
"The tension is just not what
portunity Grant (BEOG)
"Because of the new forJohnson Easley officiating. Gantt.
Program for the 1977-78 school mula for determining grant it was in 1975," said McDaniel,
Burial will follow in the
who was in the thick of the
year is expected to mean more eligibility, students and-or
Solider Creek Cemetery in
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for
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apply for the BEOG awards, 78 BEOG awards."
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